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Accounting for Time: A Relative-Interest Approach to the Division of Equity in Hybrid-Property Homes Upon Divorce

Lisa Milot

INTRODUCTION

Few Americans own any asset more valuable than a home. Approximately two-thirds of families own the home in which they live and home equity represents nearly half of the typical household’s net worth. Divorce is only slightly less common than homeownership—in 2009, for example, there were almost as many divorces nationally as there were marriages. Thus, in hundreds of thousands of divorce proceedings each year, equity in marital homes must be divided between the spouses.

In making this division, most courts begin by classifying each piece of property owned by a divorcing couple as either “separate” or “marital” property. Except in rare cases, courts simply allocate to each spouse his or her separate property. In contrast, marital property is generally divided...
based on "equitable principles." Simple in theory, this initial division often proves complex in practice in part because some property has both separate and marital components. Courts must divide the value of this "hybrid" property between the separate and marital estates before distributing it. Many homes are hybrid property for a simple reason: they are initially purchased prior to marriage, but significant mortgage payments are made after the marriage occurs. The issue courts face is how to divide the equity in a home brought into a marriage, but paid for in part during the course of the marriage.

Consider a house sold in December 1997 for $250,000. Harry, the purchaser, makes a $50,000 down payment and takes out a $200,000 mortgage. By the time he marries Sally two years later, Harry has paid off $5000 of the mortgage and the house is worth $280,000, so that his net equity in the home at the time of marriage is $85,000 and the outstanding mortgage balance is $195,000. During their marriage, Harry and Sally make monthly mortgage payments that reduce the principal of the loan by $20,000; they also make a special lump sum payment of $65,000 at the end of 2005. After these payments, the loan balance is $110,000. When the marriage dissolves in June 2006, the home is worth $730,000, with a net equity value of $620,000. Who should get what part of this value?

6 See infra note 33.
7 See infra Part I.A for a discussion of hybrid property.
8 See Nat'L Assoc. of REALTORS, PROFILE OF HOME BUYERS AND SELLERS 9, 70 (2010) (finding that thirty-two percent of homebuyers in 2010 were unmarried and that eighty-nine percent of them financed the purchase at least in part). The issue of dividing the equity in homes that are hybrid property is a growing issue: ten years ago unmarried individuals comprised only twenty-two percent of home purchasers. Id. at 9.
9 See Appendix A for precise data and calculations; all numbers in this discussion have been rounded for convenience.
10 The conventional financing approach to purchasing a home involves a twenty percent down payment and a thirty-year fully-amortized mortgage. Matthew Chambers et al., Accounting for Changes in the Homeownership Rate 23 (Fed. Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Working Paper No. 21, 2007).
11 The approach—and problem—would be the same without the lump sum payment, however this Article assumes the payment to more clearly show the central issue at hand.
12 The initial principal of the mortgage was $200,000. This has been reduced by $5000 (from the premarital mortgage payments), $20,000 (from the marital mortgage payments), and $65,000 (from the lump sum principal payment).
13 A home's net equity value is equal to its fair market value reduced by any outstanding mortgage or other secured loan. Thus, $730,000 – $110,000 = $620,000. While high, this level of appreciation is based on actual appreciation in the Washington, D.C. metro area in the early 2000s. The problem remains even where the levels of appreciation are lower. See Press Release, Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, House Prices Fall Modestly in the Fourth Quarter 51–52 (2010), available at http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/15452/finalHPI22510.pdf (showing the average appreciation of a $100,000 home in Washington, D.C. for each quarter from 1991 through 2009).
Lawmakers have developed a variety of approaches for dealing with this problem. A few states give Harry’s investment a strong priority; thus, the marital estate is reimbursed only for the $85,000 it contributed to the home’s value while Harry receives the full remaining $535,000.14 A small number of states strictly favor the marital interest. Indeed, some even classify the entire $620,000 as marital property.15

Most states opt for a more balanced approach. They purport to divide the available equity based on economic principles, with the stated goal of providing a “proportionate and fair return” on investment16 in the home to both the separate and marital estates. In particular, courts in many states would divide the equity in our theoretical case equally between the separate and marital estates on the theory that Harry, individually, and Harry and Sally, jointly, have each contributed an equal amount—$85,000—towards the home’s value.17 In this view, classifying one-half of the equity as separate and one-half as marital produces the right result because it allocates the value in a way that is proportionate to the relative investments in the home.

But is it actually proportionate? Harry’s individual contributions to the home’s value were made years prior to the bulk of the marital contributions. In fact, the separate estate was fully invested by the time of the

---

14 This is the “inception of title” or “lien” approach, discussed infra note 37. In some cases, a flat interest rate is accorded the investment so that there is some rate of return allowed, but it is not based on the actual appreciation of the asset’s value during the period of ownership.

15 This occurs where the separate property is deemed to be transmuted into marital property. See infra notes 26–27 & 30 and accompanying text. In some cases, commentators have suggested that separate property be transmuted into marital property over time. See infra notes 28–29 and accompanying text for a discussion of these proposals.


See also In re Marriage of Moore, 618 P.2d 208, 210 (Cal. 1980) (developing a pro tanto interest rule in which increases in the value of property with both separate and community interests are shared proportionately); Hall v. Hall, 462 A.2d 1179, 1181 (Me. 1983) (“[T]he marital estate is entitled to a proportionate return on its investment. . . . The marital and non-marital estates have each made investments from which they are entitled to the full benefit and return.”); Hoffman v. Hoffman, 614 A.2d 988, 993 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1992) (“[T]he spouse contributing nonmarital funds [to hybrid property] is entitled to a fair and equitable return on his or her investment.”); Sally Burnett Sharp, The Partnership Ideal: The Development of Equitable Distribution in North Carolina, 65 N.C. L. REV. 195, 215–16 (1987) (noting that, with respect to hybrid property, North Carolina law “mandates a fair and proportionate ‘return on investment’ for each estate”).

17 Harry's individual contribution is the home's net equity upon marriage ($85,000), comprised of his down payment, his premarital mortgage principal payments, and the premarital appreciation. The couple's marital contributions are also $85,000, due to the $20,000 in monthly mortgage principal payments and the $65,000 lump sum payment.
marriage, whereas the most substantial part of the marital investment—the lump sum payment—was not made until six years later. The standard formula, however, ignores this difference in timing. No rational investor would choose to invest in an asset, foregoing other profitable uses of that money in the meantime, if he knew that he would receive exactly the same return if he waited six years to invest the same amount in the same asset. Yet that is exactly what courts choose for Harry: in this context, an investment is an investment, regardless of when it is made.

The practical consequence of this approach is deeply troubling. In effect, the accumulated appreciation in the couple's home is allocated as if the marital estate held a fifty percent interest for the duration of the marriage, even though this is obviously not the case. Thus all gains in the earliest years of the marriage are allocated equally between the estates despite the fact that, at the time, each estate held very unequal equity interests in the property. In a related point, the prevailing approach fails to account for the discontinuous nature of home appreciation. This problem arises because, unlike an annuity or other fixed return investment, a home's rate of return is not constant. As a result, actual gain should be allocated between the separate and marital estates each time the estates' relative interests in the hybrid property change. Otherwise, serious inequities result because each investment's risk becomes disconnected from its returns.

The example of Harry and Sally reveals the wide gulf that exists between what courts in divorce cases profess to be doing and what they are actually doing with respect to the division of equity in hybrid-property homes. Contrary to their pronouncements, courts are not dividing home equity so as to provide a proportionate and fair return to each of the separate and marital estates. Instead, they are dividing it in a crude way that ignores economic realities in making substantial and hidden transfers of wealth from the separate to the marital estate.

Part I of this Article discusses the primary ways in which courts classify the equity held by all couples in hybrid property. It shows how the equity in a home like Harry and Sally's would be divided between the separate and marital estates under existing legal formulas. It also argues that the resulting allocations of appreciation are unsound because they fail to take proper account of critical timing considerations.

18 This problem similarly occurs in the case of other assets in which investments are made over time, such as retirement plan assets, and those that are debt-financed, such as many small businesses and cars. The valuation of retirement plan assets is discussed infra Part II.A. For an overview and critique of the allocation of the value of family-owned businesses, see generally William A. Reppy, Jr., Apportioning Business Profits Generated by Spousal Labor and Capital Owned over Time by Shifting Fractional Shares of the Separate and Community/Marital Estates, 31 Fam. L.Q. 63 (1997). The problems presented by hybrid-property automobiles are largely the same as those presented by hybrid-property homes, although the scale of the problem is much smaller given the difference in typical value between cars and houses.
An economically sensible approach to this problem is developed in Part II. Here the argument is made that courts can and should take a time-sensitive approach of how to divide the equity in hybrid-property homes. In particular, Part II demonstrates the soundness of this "relative-interest" approach by analogizing it to the relative-value approach used in dividing the value of hybrid-property defined-contribution retirement plan accounts upon divorce.

Part III responds to potential critiques of the relative-interest approach based on its increased adjudicative complexity. This Part concludes that, while this approach involves more complexity than now-prevalent formulas, it is significantly fairer, attuned to economic realities, and not unduly difficult to administer.

Part IV discusses important implications of the preceding analysis. It argues that current approaches to the allocation of equity in hybrid-property homes represent a misalignment of legal rhetoric and legal reality. This misalignment may reflect efforts by courts to provide themselves with greater flexibility in allocating wealth between spouses. It may be the product of technological and informational constraints that existed in an earlier time. Or it may be the result of a general preference for numerical simplicity over computational complexity in the law. Whatever the reason, current approaches to allocating equity in hybrid-property homes produce substantial transfers of wealth that courts need to openly recognize and carefully address. Of particular importance, this Part highlights how, as technology develops, existing rules must be reassessed to ensure that they remain properly structured to address the goals they profess to advance.

I. Classifying Assets: Separate, Marital, or Both?

In every U.S. state, upon marital dissolution a couple's property must be classified as either the separate property of one spouse or as the marital property of the couple. Marital property generally includes all property

---

19 Depending on the jurisdiction, the relevant date for dividing the assets is either the couple's date of separation or date of divorce. Compare N.C. Gen. Stat. § 50-21(b) (2009) (assets are to be valued as of date of separation), with Cotter v. Cotter, 473 A.2d 970, 974 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1984) (interpreting the Maryland code to require the dissolution date as the date of divorce). For convenience, I refer to the date on which property is classified and divided between the divorcing spouses as the "dissolution date" in this Article, but the exact meaning of the term is based on the relevant state's law.

20 For a description of what is typically considered marital versus separate property, see Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution: Analysis & Recommendations § 4.03 (2000) [hereinafter LAW OF FAMILY DISSOLUTION]. Fifteen states formally allow equitable distribution of all property, which would imply that these states make no distinction between separate and marital property. See Brett R. Turner, Unlikely Partners: The Marital Home and the Concept of Separate Property, 20 J. Am. Acad. Matrimonial Law. 69, 71 n.8 (2000). In practice, however, even these states begin by presumptively allocating separate property to the spouse in whose name it is titled. Ira Mark Ellman et al., Family Law: Cases, Text, Problems
acquired by either spouse during the marriage, regardless of how it is titled. 21 Separate property includes gifts, bequests, and inheritances specifically given to only one spouse during the marriage, as well as any property acquired before the marriage took place. 22 Property clearly traceable to a nonmarital source—for example, cash from the sale of a car that was owned prior to marriage—is separate property. 23 Passive appreciation—that is, appreciation attributable to market forces such as inflation—is generally classified as separate property if the appreciated property is itself separate property, and marital if the underlying property is marital property. 24

A basic principle of family law is that marriage changes spouses' relationship to each other, to their assets, and to the law. 25 However, assets that predate the marriage, or are outside the marriage—separate property—are

---


22 In addition, the spouses can agree that otherwise marital property be classified as separate or the reverse. See, e.g., § 8-201(e)(3) (listing property that is not included as marital property); Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.03(2) (explaining that marital property does not include, inter alia, gifts, bequests, and inheritances).

23 See, e.g., § 8-201(e)(3)(iv) (excluding specifically property "directly traceable" to nonmarital property from the definition of marital property); Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.03(3) ("Property received in exchange for separate property is separate property even if acquired during marriage.").

24 See, e.g., Va. Code Ann. § 20-107.3(A)(1) (Supp. 2011) ("The increase in value of separate property during the marriage is separate property, unless marital property or the personal efforts of either party have contributed to such increases and then only to the extent of the increase in value attributable to such contributions."); Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.04 (characterizing appreciation and income of separate property during the marriage as separate property so long as they are not the result of either spouse's labor and the underlying asset has not been transmuted into marital property). This would include, for example, income from securities bought prior to marriage. See generally Brett R. Turner, The Benefits of Prosperity: Classification and Division of the Appreciation of Separate Property (Part 2), 5 Divorce Litig. 109 (1993) (providing a thorough overview of state law approaches to classifying passive appreciation).

25 See, e.g., Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.03 cmt. a (emphasizing in original) (explaining that "the law of nearly every state reflects the view that marriage alone is sufficient to support a spousal claim of shared ownership at divorce to property earned by marital labor ... "); Ellen Kandoian, Cohabitation, Common Law Marriage, and the Possibility of a Shared Moral Life, 75 Geo. L.J. 1829, 1833 (1987) (explaining that family law "views marriage as defining and modifying, in an essential way, the identities of the marriage partners ... The terms and conditions of marriage flow from the status, not from private negotiation."); 3 Arnold H. Rutkin et al., Family Law & Practice § 37.01 (2011) ("The property rights of two individuals usually are significantly altered when they are married.").
only transformed into marital property if the property owner so intends or, in unusual circumstances, if a statute specifies this treatment. While some commentators have proposed transmuting separate property into marital, either due to joint use or because of the passage of time, state legislatures have not embraced this approach. Rather, they have transformed separate property into marital property only when the two forms have become so blended with each other that tracing the relative shares is impractical.

Even when gradual transmutation of separate property into marital property has been proposed, the respective separate and marital components must still be identified prior to shifting some portion of the separate property to the marital estate. As a result, property classified as separate generally remains the property of the spouse who acquired it upon divorce. Property classified as mar-

26 See, e.g., Carr v. Carr, 152 P.3d 450, 454 (Alaska 2007) (explaining that intent is required to transform separate property into marital property).

27 See, e.g., § 20-107.3(A)(3) (describing circumstances under which separate property will be transmuted into marital property).

28 See, e.g., Carolyn J. Frantz & Hanoch Dagan, Properties of Marriage, 104 Colum. L. Rev. 75, 116 (2004) ("[T]here is one circumstance where property should be transmuted regardless of intent—when items are used during marriage.").

29 See, e.g., Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.12 & cmt. a (providing for separate property owned by a spouse in a long-term marriage to be transmuted in part to marital property, with the exact portion determined based on the length of the marriage); Shari Motro, Labor, Luck, and Love: Reconsidering the Sanctity of Separate Property, 102 NW. U. L. Rev. 1623, 1652-53 (2008) (arguing that an increasing percent of separate property should be included in the marital estate based on the time period during marriage for which the asset is owned divided by the owner spouse's remaining life expectancy).

30 Analogously, the 1993 Revision of the Uniform Probate Code gradually increased a surviving spouse's elective share of a decedent's estate based on the marriage's duration, includes the survivor's own assets in the estate subject to her elective share, and applies an increasing percent of the survivor's separate assets in satisfaction of the share. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-202(a) (amended 1993) (defining "Elective Share Amount"); id. § 2-207(a) (defining "Included Property"); id. § 2-209(a)(2) (defining "Sources from Which Elective Share Payable").

31 Under Motro's model, for example, the classifications of marital and separate property remain significant, though the treatment of each would vary from current practice: "Separate property spent during marriage would be presumptively marital. . . . Whatever was left would simply be separate." Motro, supra note 29, at 1656; see also Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.03 (defining separate and marital property).

32 See Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.11 & cmt.; see also supra note 20 (discussing jurisdictions subjecting all assets to equitable division).
Marital is subject to “equitable distribution,” and is generally divided between the spouses based on equitable factors. The key point is this: While family law generally focuses on equitable considerations in distributing marital property, it focuses on objective considerations in determining whether property is separate or marital in the first instance—that is, when and how the property was acquired.

A. The Classification of Hybrid Property

The classification of property as separate or marital is not an all-or-nothing exercise. Instead, most jurisdictions recognize that both separate and marital interests can coexist in property. This situation arises, for example, when a couple acquires an asset using a combination of separate and marital funds.

Property that contains both separate and marital interests is labeled “hybrid property.” While some assets become classified as hybrid property because they are, from the outset, purchased with a combination of funds, others are so classified because they are purchased over time, generally with early payments made from separate funds and later payments made from marital funds. Regardless of how the hybrid property comes about, upon divorce its value must be divided between the separate and marital estates before it can be distributed.

To classify the equity in hybrid property on divorce, most jurisdictions focus on the “source of funds” used to acquire the property.  

33 See RUTKIN ET AL., supra note 25, at § 37.01 (“The equitable distribution theory... is now utilized in some form by all jurisdictions in the United States.”). Community property states and twelve common law jurisdictions require an equal, rather than equitable, division of marital assets. See Laura A. Rosenbury, Two Ways to End a Marriage: Divorce or Death, 2005 UTAH L. REV. 1227, 1236 n.31 (2005). In the other U.S. jurisdictions, marital property may, and often is, divided unequally between the divorcing spouses based on equitable factors. These factors may include consideration of the relative contributions to the acquisition of the property by the spouses, as well as each spouse’s separate property, job market skills, age, health, and fault. Id. at 1237.

34 See LAW OF FAMILY DISSOLUTION, supra note 20, § 4.03; I BRETT R. TURNER, EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY § 5:28 (Supp. 2010) [hereinafter TURNER, EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION].

35 See TURNER, EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION, supra note 34, § 6:84; see also § 20–107.3(A)(3) (describing instances in which a court should “classify property as part marital property and part separate property”).

36 Turner, EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION, supra note 34, § 6:84 (discussing how a single property can be classified as both marital and separate property and would therefore be considered “hybrid property”).

37 See Motro, supra note 29, at 1641. Alternatively, most community property states use an “inception of title” approach, in which the home is deemed to be separate property with the marital estate only entitled to reimbursement of amounts contributed to its value (and possibly a market rate of interest). See id. at 1643 n.76; see also Fisher v. Fisher, 383 P.2d 840, 842–43 (Idaho 1963) (explaining and employing the inception of title approach); Rogers v.
respective separate and marital contributions are calculated, the value of the property is divided proportionately between the estates based on the portion of the total funds provided by each. States have developed various formulas to divide the equity in hybrid-property homes between the separate and marital estates. Under each of them, the separate and marital contributions to the home's value are identified. Only amounts spent that add to the home's equity count as a contribution; as a general matter these additions to equity include any initial down payment, later mortgage principal payments, and the value added to the property by any improvements. The goal is to develop a formula that ensures that both estates receive a proportionate and fair return on their investments.

B. Dividing the Equity in a Hybrid-Property Home

The formula most often used by courts in determining the separate and marital interests in a hybrid-property home in common law jurisdictions was developed by the Kentucky Court of Appeals in Brandenburg v. Rogers, 754 S.W.2d 236, 239 (Tex. Ct. App. 1988) (explaining same). In other instances, the combination of nonmarital and marital property will serve to transmute the separate interest so that the property's entire value is classified as marital property. See, e.g., Motro, supra note 29, at 1641 (discussing the transmutation approach).

See, e.g., Brett R. Turner, Virginia’s Equitable Distribution Law: Active Appreciation and the Source of Funds Rule, 47 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 879, 890 (1990) (explaining “[t]he source of funds rule provides that when property is acquired with marital and separate funds, the ratio between the marital and separate interests is the ratio between the marital and separate contributions”).


See, e.g., Brandenburg v. Brandenburg, 617 S.W.2d 871, 872–73 (Ky. Ct. App. 1981) (including premarital principal payments as nonmarital contributions and post-marriage ones as marital, and defining marital contribution to include the value of all improvements made to the property after marriage from funds other than nonmarital funds); Schmitz, 309 N.W.2d at 749 (including wife’s down payment as a nonmarital contribution). The cost of improvements above the value they add, interest paid on a mortgage, amounts spent on maintenance, personal labor expended on or within the home, and payment of taxes and insurance are not considered contributions under this approach. See, e.g., Hart v. Hart, 497 S.E.2d 496, 505 (Va. Ct. App. 1998) (“It is the value the improvements add to that property, not their cost, that is the proper consideration . . . .”); Brandenburg, 617 S.W.2d at 873 (holding that non–monetary contributions are not to be considered in determining marital and separate interests in the property). See generally Turner, Equitable Distribution, supra note 34, § 5:26 (cataloguing payments included as contributions to a home’s value, and those excluded).

See supra note 16 and accompanying text. Of course, a home is more than an investment. In the case of a primary home, it provides shelter and it may also represent a form of consumption. However, in dividing the equity in a hybrid-property home between the separate and marital estates, courts focus on the value of the home as an asset.
Brandenburg.42 This formula divides the nonmarital contributions, including premarital appreciation, to the home's value by the total contributions to its value, and then multiplies the resulting fraction by the home's net equity on the dissolution date.43 Conversely, the marital interest is equal to the marital contributions divided by the total contributions, multiplied by the net equity in the home on the dissolution date.44

In the case of Harry and Sally's home,45 the net equity on the date of marriage was $85,000.46 This amount consisted of Harry's $50,000 down payment, $5,000 in premarital mortgage principal payments, and $30,000 in premarital appreciation. Harry made no later nonmarital contributions, so the numerator for determining Harry's separate interest under Brandenburg is $85,000. Likewise, the marital contributions total $85,000 and consist of the couple's $20,000 in monthly mortgage principal payments as well as the additional $65,000 payment. The equity on the dissolution date is $620,000.47 Under the Brandenburg formula, Harry's separate interest is equal to the value of his separate contributions ($85,000) divided by the sum of the separate and marital contributions ($170,000). Thus, one-half of the home's net equity ($310,000) is classified as separate property since Harry's separate contributions were one-half of the total contributions.48 The marital interest would also be $310,000 since the couple jointly provided the other one-half of the contributions.49

42 Brandenburg, 617 S.W.2d 871. For a general discussion of Brandenburg in the context of Kentucky jurisprudence on property division, see Louise Everett Graham, Using Formulas to Separate Marital and Nonmarital Property: A Policy Oriented Approach to the Division of Appreciated Property Upon Divorce, 73 Ky. L.J. 41, 44–45 & 69–70 (1984).
43 Brandenburg, 617 S.W.2d at 872. In algebraic terms, the Brandenburg court provides that nmc/tc x e = nonmarital property, where "nmc" is the nonmarital contribution, comprised of "the equity in the property at the time of marriage, plus any amount expended after marriage by either spouse from traceable nonmarital funds in the reduction of mortgage principal, and/or the value of improvements made to the property from such nonmarital funds," "tc" is the total contribution from marital and nonmarital funds, and "e" is the net equity at the time of dissolution of the marriage or, if sold at an earlier date, the time of sale. Id.
44 The Brandenburg court utilizes the formula mc/tc x e = marital property, where "mc" is the marital contribution, and is equal to the sum of the "amount expended after marriage from other than nonmarital funds in the reduction of mortgage principal, plus the value of all improvements made to the property after marriage from other than nonmarital funds." Id.
45 See supra Introduction for the hypothesized facts.
46 The home's value on the date of marriage was $280,000 and the outstanding mortgage was $195,000, yielding a net equity of $280,000 – $195,000, or $85,000.
47 The home's fair market value is $730,000 and the outstanding mortgage is $110,000, yielding a net equity calculation of: $730,000 – $110,000 = $620,000.
48 $85,000 separate contributions ÷ $170,000 total contributions = $620,000 net equity = $310,000 separate equity
49 Because both the nonmarital and marital contributions are equal to $85,000 in this example, the calculation of the marital interest is identical to that of the separate interest. See supra note 48 for the calculation.
The Brandenburg formula has been explicitly adopted in several other states. The formula includes premarital appreciation as a separate contribution but does not include any outstanding mortgage on the dissolution date in either the numerator or denominator of the contribution fraction, because that portion of the equity has not yet been acquired. The formula reflects the idea that appreciation during the course of the marriage should be allocated between the two estates based on their relative contributions to the home's value. In a case like that of Harry and Sally, the prevailing thought is that, because the out-of-pocket contributions of each estate to the home's value are equal, it is proportionate and fair to allocate all of the equity, including appreciation, on an equal basis. Closer analysis reveals, however, that the allocation produced by this formula is neither proportionate nor fair due to its failure to consider the different timing of the separate and marital estates' contributions to the value of the home.

C. The Overlooked Importance of Time

Under the Brandenburg formula, home appreciation is allocated at only two moments in time: first upon marriage, then again on the dissolution date. This approach renders the formula unfair and in conflict with general economic principles in two important ways.

First, the formula ignores the fact that the passage of time is economically significant. Investors expect to be compensated for deferring other uses of their money and an earlier investment is expected to be worth more than a later one in most cases, if only because of the effect of inflation over time. Thus, basic economic theory reveals that a proportionate and fair return on an investment of multiple years should be greater than that on an investment of one year. The Brandenburg formula, however, ignores the critical importance of time in allocating appreciation in hybrid-property homes between the separate and marital estates.

Second, the formula fails to match the investment made by each estate to the actual returns allocable to the investment. Instead, the return allo-

---


51 Turner, Equitable Distribution, supra note 34, § 5:25. Turner mistakenly states that Brandenburg itself does not include premarital appreciation as a nonmarital contribution, see id. § 5.25 & n.1, but the case itself makes it clear that this is included. Brandenburg v. Brandenburg, 617 S.W.2d 871, 872 (Ky. Ct. App. 1981) (explaining that “[n]onmarital contribution (nmc) is defined as the equity in the property at the time of marriage”).

52 See infra note 56 and accompanying text.

53 See infra note 57 and accompanying text. While some investments decline in value, of course, no rational investor would knowingly choose an investment that is assured to do that.

54 William Reppy raised a similar concern with allocating the equity in hybrid-property
cated to each estate is proportionate only to the dollar value of the respective investments on the dissolution date, a methodology that ignores the importance of the timing of the contributions to the home's equity and of the appreciation of the home's value over the entire course of the marriage. Indeed, the Brandenburg formula recognizes the importance of timing, but only in one way: by including premarital appreciation as a contribution by the separate estate. This treatment of premarital appreciation, without a similar consideration of time in fixing the degree of ownership of later appreciation by the separate and marital estates, places the Brandenburg formula in conflict with itself.55

1. A long-term investment should usually produce a higher return than a short-term investment.—Economic theory tells us that investors expect to be compensated for the use of their money: even setting aside any difference in risk, there is an expected rate of return for the inability to use funds in a different way while they are invested in an asset.56 Moreover, the simple lapse of time is significant due to inflation.57 As a rule, assets invested appreciate in value over time due to general price increases independent of growth in value.58 Thus, assets invested for a longer period of time are ex-

businesses upon divorce, noting that Brandenburg-type formulas fail to match the timing of the marital estate's investment with the business's appreciation. Reppy, supra note 18, at 80–81. In that context, Reppy recommended alternating between the two competing allocation formulas for closely-held businesses on an annual basis, depending on the specific factors that most influenced the change in value of the business for the year. Id. at 86. The New Mexico and California Supreme Courts have at times used a formula for dividing equity in hybrid property that takes time into account in one way: it provides the separate estate with a return between purchase and marriage equal to that expected for a well-secured, long-term investment. See Dorin v. Dorin, 731 P.2d 959, 964 (N.M. Ct. App. 1986) (discussing this formula as applied to a hybrid–property home); Pereira v. Pereira, 103 P. 488 (Cal. 1909) (applying the formula to a business with separate and community property components). This formula applies only to premarital appreciation allocations, not marital allocations, though; the entire appreciation during the term of the marriage is allocated to the community estate in both cases.

55 It may well be that the Brandenburg court would agree that timing is critically important and endorse the relative-interest approach set forth in this Article if it were deciding the case today. See infra Part IV.B and accompanying text (discussing technological changes in the past twenty years that make an economically sound allocation of appreciation more cost-effective and administratively feasible today).


57 See Brealey et al., supra note 56, at 642–44 (discussing inflation and the effect on nominal interest rates).

pected to produce a higher rate of return than those invested for a shorter period of time.

In the case of the hybrid-property home owned by Harry and Sally, the down payment and early mortgage payments were made by Harry from his separate funds, predating the marriage and the couple's joint investments. Thus, Harry's separate funds were tied up in the investment for a longer period of time and unavailable for use elsewhere; Harry could not have invested the funds in another way even if a lucrative opportunity to do so had become available. Moreover, because those funds were invested for longer than the funds contributed by the marital estate, they most likely lost value against later-invested amounts because of inflation if they are not allocated a greater share of the return from the house than the later marital investments. As a result, a fair return on the earlier separate contribution to the home should be higher than the return on the later marital contributions even after the marriage date. The Brandenburg formula, however, ignores this difference in the timing of the estates' investments altogether.

Harry's separate contribution in the example—the net equity at marriage—was made in its entirety as of the marriage date in December 1999.\(^5\) The marital contributions began shortly thereafter with the January 2000 mortgage payment but did not equal the value of Harry's separate contribution until more than six years later.\(^6\) While the Brandenburg formula produces a total return of nearly 265% for each estate,\(^6\) the annual rate of return is much higher for the marital estate's investment than for the separate estate's investment because the marital estate has a much shorter investment timeframe. Indeed, on an annualized basis, the separate estate's rate of return during the marriage under the Brandenburg formula is almost twenty-two percent,\(^6\) while the marital estate's annual rate of return on

---

5 While the down payment and mortgage principal payments were made earlier, the appreciation from the premarital time period is allocated to the separate estate on marriage under the Brandenburg formula. Thus, the relevant time difference in investment timing is that between the marriage date and each subsequent marital contribution.

6 Only after the lump sum $65,000 payment in December 2005 were the marital contributions almost equal to the separate contributions, and they did not fully equal the separate contribution until after the June 2006 mortgage payment. See infra Appendix A for a monthly breakdown of the contributions to the home’s value.

61 Each estate is allocated $310,000. $85,000 of this is a return of the estate’s contribution; the remaining $225,000 is appreciation. Thus, $225,000 appreciation/$85,000 investment = 2.64706, or a 264.706% rate of return.

62 The annual rate of return is calculated based on the amount of appreciation (here, $225,000) allocated to each estate’s investment, as though it is a rate of return compounded at the end of each investment year.

63 To determine the periodic rate of return for compound interest where the future value, principal, and number of compounding periods are known, the future value is divided by the principal. This quotient is equal to the sum of 1 plus the interest rate, raised to the number
its investments under the Brandenburg formula is more than four times that rate—an astounding ninety-two percent.64 The practical impact of this difference is profound. If the marital estate were afforded a twenty-two percent, rather than a ninety-two percent, annual return, considering the time and amount of each incremental investment, the appreciation allocated to it would be only $20,000—that is, $205,000 less than the Brandenburg formula allocates to it.65

Put simply, in contradiction to basic economic theory the Brandenburg formula produces a far lower return on an annual basis for the earlier separate interest in a hybrid—property home than for the later—invested marital interest.

2. The investments and their returns are not properly matched under the Brandenburg formula.—In a hybrid—property home like Harry and Sally’s, the separate estate’s contributions to the home predate the marital estate’s contributions. Thus, when the home’s net equity is classified on the date of marriage, the separate interest has made 100% of the contributions up to that date. Over time, however, as mortgage principal payments continue to be made, but now from marital funds, an ever—increasing percent of the home’s contributions are made by the marital estate. For Harry and Sally, the marital estate’s share of the contributions rises gradually through the six—year term of the mortgage from zero percent (at marriage), to 2.5% (after the first year’s mortgage payments), to eight percent (after almost six years), to fifty percent (on the dissolution date).66

---

64 See infra Appendix C for an annual calculation of the return afforded the marital contributions under Brandenburg. Once again, this assumes that all mortgage payments were made on the last day of the period. If, instead, they were made on the first day, the annual rate of return would be 71.2735% to yield a final allocation of $310,000. The actual annual rate of return, given that mortgage payments are generally made each month, is somewhere between the two figures. For purposes of this discussion, though, the point is the same: allocating the same total return to the separate and marital investments produces a much higher annual rate of return on the marital investment than on the separate investment.

65 More precisely, its equity allocation would be $105,044; $85,000 of which is a return of capital invested and $20,044 of which is appreciation. See infra Appendix B. This calculation assumes that mortgage principal payments are made annually on the last day of the period. Even if the payments are assumed to be made in advance (on the first day of each period), a 21.934% annual rate of return would yield a total equity allocation of only $115,325; $30,325 of which is appreciation. As noted, supra note 64, the precise percent will be somewhere between the two rates, since mortgage payments are generally made monthly.

66 See infra Appendix D for annual calculations of the shift in relative interests for the separate and marital estates.
Despite these shifts in the estates’ contribution percentages through time, the *Brandenburg* formula allocates the post-marriage appreciation only once: upon the dissolution date. This result is as disproportionate and unfair as if the calculation were done only on the day of marriage so as to allocate the home’s entire subsequent appreciation to Harry’s separate share. When allocating appreciation that has occurred over a long period of time, it simply makes no sense to choose a single date and assign to it determinative significance.

It is also important to note that the change in the value of Harry and Sally’s home was not linear. As is true with most homes, in some periods it appreciated quickly (showing, for example, a 7.39% change in value during the second quarter of 2005).67 In other periods, it appreciated slowly (increasing in value by only 0.34% in the first quarter of 2006). Indeed, if the time period were shifted so that the marriage lasted through the third quarter of 2006, the home’s value would have declined by $7799 (or 1.07%).68

Under the one-time allocation approach of the *Brandenburg* formula, periodic changes in the value of a hybrid–property home are simply ignored. The return on each estate’s investment becomes disconnected from the risk the estate has assumed through its then-current interest in the house. Without allocating appreciation between the estates each time their relative investment interests change, a court cannot possibly divide the equity in a hybrid–property home proportionately and fairly.

**D. Other Formulas are Similarly Flawed**

While the *Brandenburg* formula is commonly used, some courts have developed other formulas for dividing the equity in hybrid–property homes. For example, in some states premarital appreciation is not included in calculating the separate estate’s contributions. Instead, this appreciation is allocated between the estates at the same time, and in the same percentage, as appreciation that occurs during the marriage.69 In other jurisdictions,

---

67 Other than as specified, see *infra* Appendix E for all quarterly rates of return calculations.


69 See, e.g., Thomas v. Thomas, 377 S.E.2d 666, 670 (Ga. 1989), discussed *infra* notes 71–72; Stroh v. Stroh, 383 N.W.2d 402, 405–07 (Minn. Ct. App. 1986) (relying onSchmitz v. Schmitz, 309 N.W.2d 748 (Minn. 1981), discussed *infra* notes 73–74 (noting that no credible evidence of change in the hybrid–property home’s value between purchase and marriage was
courts allocate all appreciation due to the mortgage balance to the marital estate, as though this unpaid debt were a marital contribution, rather than allocating it proportionately between the two estates.⁷⁰

For example, in calculating the wife's separate share of a hybrid-property home's value in *Thomas v. Thomas*, the Georgia Supreme Court did not include premarital appreciation as a contribution.⁷¹ Instead, all appreciation was divided between the separate and marital estates based on their final relative contribution percentages, even though the premarital appreciation occurred at a time when only the separate estate had made an investment in the home.⁷²

Using a different approach, the Minnesota Supreme Court focused on the portion of the home's equity that had been "acquired" by the time of marriage in *Schmitz v. Schmitz*.⁷³ Unlike the *Brandenburg* approach, this formula allocates all appreciation on the mortgage balance after marriage to the marital estate instead of allocating it between the estates. Moreover, the *Schmitz* court multiplied the separate contribution percentage by the home's *fair market value* on the dissolution date, instead of reducing this value by the outstanding mortgage principal as in *Brandenburg*.⁷⁴

Like the Minnesota Supreme Court in *Schmitz*, the Maryland Court of Appeals in *Hoffman v. Hoffman* classified all appreciation allocable to the

---

⁷⁰ See *Schmitz*, 309 N.W.2d at 749–50; *Mishler v. Mishler*, 367 S.E.2d 385, 388 (N.C. Ct. App. 1988); see also *Hoffman v. Hoffman*, 614 A.2d 988, 993 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1992) (stating appreciation on the portion of the home's value funded by a mortgage was allocated to the marital estate because the couple jointly was responsible on the mortgage). This is also the pro tanto interest approach developed by California. See *In re Marriage of Moore*, 618 P.2d 208, 210 (Cal. 1980).

⁷¹ *Thomas*, 377 S.E.2d at 669. In *Thomas*, the wife purchased the home approximately eight months prior to marriage. See id. at 668. She did not offer any evidence of premarital appreciation in court. See *id*. The formula developed by the *Thomas* court can be expressed as:

\[
\text{net equity at dissolution} \\
\text{total contributions (not incl. premarital apprec.)}
\]

See *id*. at 669.

⁷² However, a later Georgia case that relied on *Thomas* specifically included premarital appreciation as a contribution. *Snowden v. Alexander-Snowden*, 587 S.E.2d 54, 55 (Ga. 2003). Thus, the omission in *Thomas* may be due to the facts of the case, not a more general principle.

⁷³ *Schmitz*, 309 N.W.2d at 750. This formula can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\text{net equity at dissolution}}{\text{total contributions (not incl. premarital apprec.)}} \\
\frac{\text{net equity at dissolution}}{\text{total contributions (not incl. premarital apprec.)}} \\
\text{fair market value at dissolution}
\]

*Id*. This approach was also used by the North Carolina Court of Appeals in *Mishler*, 367 S.E.2d at 387.

⁷⁴ Because the value of the mortgage was assigned exclusively to the marital estate, the separate interest was expressed as a proportion of the home's fair market value. For an example illustrating the logic of this approach, see *Stroh*, 383 N.W.2d at 406.
mortgage as marital. However, the Maryland court's mechanism for this differed from the Minnesota court's approach. In Hoffman, the separate contributions were divided by the sum of the separate contributions, the marital contributions, and the unpaid mortgage balance as of the dissolution date. Thus, the mortgage balance was treated as a marital contribution. The court explained its approach under a legal liability theory: since the Hoffmans were jointly liable on the mortgage, any benefit from the mortgage should be allocated to them jointly and not to the separate estate.

While differing in their specifics, each of these approaches ignores the timing of the estates' investments. Returning to the example of Harry and Sally, the wide range of allocations under the formulas becomes clear:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Separate Property Value</th>
<th>Marital Property Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brandenburg</td>
<td>$310,000</td>
<td>$310,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>$244,000</td>
<td>$376,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitz</td>
<td>$222,000</td>
<td>$398,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman</td>
<td>$161,000</td>
<td>$459,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variety of outcomes provided by these four formulas—all purporting to accomplish an economically-sound allocation of equity but reaching very different allocations—signals that the law in this entire area suffers from confusion and disarray.

75 Hoffman, 614 A.2d at 993.
76 Id. This formula can be written as:

\[
\frac{\text{nonmarital contributions (not incl. premarital apprec.)}}{\text{total contributions (incl. unpaid mortgage balance at dissolution)}} \times \text{fair market value at dissolution}
\]

Id.

77 Moreover, the Schmitz and Hoffman formulas allocate all benefit of the leverage from the mortgage to the marital estate.

78 All values are rounded to the nearest $1000.

79 In each case, the marital share is calculated as being the portion of the net equity at valuation that remains after calculation of the separate interest.

80 The Brandenburg formula is:

\[
\frac{\text{nonmarital contributions (incl. premarital apprec.)}}{\text{total contributions}} \times \text{net equity at dissolution}
\]

See supra notes 43-44 and accompanying text (explaining the Brandenburg formula).

81 For purposes of this table, it is assumed that the marital estate is liable on the mortgage, as was the case in Hoffman.

82 Community property jurisdictions have at times incorporated time into their valuation of the relative interests in family-owned businesses that are hybrid property. Under the
To be sure, all of the current formulas share one important characteristic: each is straightforward and easy to apply. Because they value the home and the contributions only on the date the home is purchased or on the marriage date, and then again at dissolution, they require little record-keeping and only simple calculations. Yet if simplicity is their virtue, it is also their fatal flaw because it subverts economic reality and produces unjust results. By ignoring the relative timing of investments, each formula conceals a substantial and unacknowledged transfer of wealth from the separate to the marital estate.

II. Developing an Economically-Sound Approach

State courts and legislatures generally express a preference for allocating the appreciation of hybrid-property homes “proportionately” between the separate and marital estates. However, the equity in homes is generally acquired over time, with each mortgage payment or other contribution. To be truly proportionate, appreciation in these cases must be allocated each time the estates’ relative interests in the property change, in proportion to each estate’s then-existing investment, including prior allocations of appreciation. In other words, proportionate allocation requires an ongoing stream of allocations that takes account of the multiple contributions that have been made over time. The law, in fact, already recognizes this key point. Indeed, courts divide the value of defined-contribution retirement plan accounts that are hybrid-property between the separate and marital estates upon divorce using this methodology.

\[ \text{Pereira approach, see supra note 54, a fair annual return based on prevailing interest rates is calculated. Pereira v. Pereira, 103 P.488, 493 (Ca. 1909). Any appreciation above this amount is allocated to the marital share. Id. Contrarily, under the Van Camp line of cases, a reasonable salary is imputed to a spouse working in a separate-property business. Van Camp v. Van Camp, 199 P. 885, 888 (Ca. 1921). This amount is allocated to the marital estate, with any excess appreciation classified as separate property. Id. However, these approaches are applied so as to consistently maximize the marital share, but are disconnected from the actual appreciation of the businesses. See Reppy, supra note 18, at 65, 92.} \]

83 This valuation is generally either the net sales price, if the home is sold on or before the dissolution date, or the appraised value.

84 See supra notes 26–31 and accompanying text for a discussion of when separate property is transparently and intentionally transmuted into marital property. This Article does not argue against such an approach. Instead, it is the hidden—and perhaps unintended—nature of the transfer with respect to the equity in hybrid-property homes that is questioned.

85 See supra note 16 for courts that express that allocations of appreciation should be proportionate to the estates’ investments in a home.
A. Dividing the Value of Defined-Contribution Retirement Plan Accounts

Like homes, retirement plan accounts represent a significant portion of wealth for many Americans. Also, as with homes, value in these accounts is acquired over time, as periodic contributions are made by an employee (and sometimes the employer). In many instances, contributions are made initially by an unmarried employee and continued after the marriage. Therefore, upon divorce, the retirement account is hybrid property and its value must be divided between the separate and marital estates.

The preferred method for dividing the value of a hybrid-property retirement account between the separate and marital estates is the "relative-value" approach. This approach allocates gain as it accrues between the separate and marital estates based on their then-respective investment percentages, as adjusted for prior gain allocations. Each increment of appreciation so allocated, then, increases the estate's relative base for calculating its share of the next unit of appreciation. Put another way, actual returns on each estate's contributions are matched to the relative interests of each estate as of each contribution date, and the returns are compounded. This approach takes close account of the timing of the contributions and their associated returns.

86 See Bucks et al., supra note 3, at A15, A20 (finding that 57.7% of American families owned retirement plan assets, which comprised 34.6% of their total financial holdings in 2007); Eric L. Olsen, How Should the Community Interest in Pension Benefits be Determined Upon Dissolution of the Marital Community?, 28 Idaho L. Rev. 1071, 1071 (1992) ("Pensions usually comprise the most significant community asset.").

87 This is true for "defined-contribution" accounts, like 401(k) accounts. By contrast, the value of an employee's "defined-benefit" retirement plan benefits is independent of financial contributions made by the employee. Instead, these plans provide a stated level of benefits to the employee, generally based on a percentage of the employee's salary and the number of years of service. See Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.08. While the benefits of defined-benefits plans can also be hybrid property, different considerations are involved in valuing the interests in them than with hybrid-property homes. Because the equity in a defined-contribution account is acquired analogously to equity in a home financed by a mortgage, defined-contribution accounts are the focus of this section.

88 While the financial patterns of investing in homes and in retirement accounts are different—for example, in homes, the down payment is often the single most substantial contribution to the home's value, whereas contributions to retirement accounts are generally lower in the early years of employment—the allocation problems presented by the progressive investments over time are similar between these two types of assets.

89 See, e.g., Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.08 cmt. f. Where the information needed for the effective application of the relative-value rule is not available, a "relative-time" rule is used to allocate value in a defined-contribution account between the estates. Id.

90 See 3 Matthew Bender, Valuation and Distribution of Marital Prop. ch. 45 § 45.09(5)(b) (2011) (describing the mechanics of the relative-value approach).

91 This compounding of the return is the same as with other financial investments where the return is not withdrawn when earned, like savings accounts.
The relative-value approach to dividing the value of hybrid-property defined-contribution accounts stands in stark contrast to the Brandenburg formula. It reflects the reality that any fair judicial allocation of appreciation must account for the different timing of the underlying contributions and returns instead of crudely and artificially fixing the relative contributions of the separate and the marital estates at a single moment in time. In particular, the core principle of the relative-value approach is exactly the principle that the Brandenburg formula rejects—namely, that there should be a proportionately greater return accorded to the early separate contributions than to the later marital ones because of the compounding of investment returns through time.

This relative-value approach has never been used in allocating the equity in hybrid-property homes upon divorce. Close examination, however, shows that there is no good reason for the highly contradictory treatment of these two closely analogous situations. In the pages that follow, this Article develops a "relative-interest" approach for dividing the equity in a hybrid-property home between the separate and marital estates. This approach is modeled on the relative-value approach used in the retirement account context, but also accounts for the distinct issues involved with the valuation and financial division of hybrid-property homes.

B. The Relative-Interest Approach: Methodology

The home's net equity on the date of marriage serves as the starting point for a relative-interest approach to classifying the equity in a hybrid-property home. This equity, which includes the down payment, premarital mortgage principal payments, the value of any premarital improvements to the home, and premarital appreciation in the home's value, is properly classified as the separate estate's interest in the home as of the time of marriage because it represents the separate estate's premarital investment and

92 See Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.08 cmt. f.
93 See id. § 4.08 reporter's notes on cmt. f.
94 While the value of a defined-contribution account is almost always easier to determine than the value of a home because the underlying securities are usually fungible and publicly-traded, other complexities exist. For example, in many cases the employer-match portion of contributions only vests over time, or tax and other prohibitions on transfer mean that nonmarital contributions begin to be made again to the same account after marital dissolution, without prior segregation of the assets allocated to the non-employee-spouse. See generally id. § 4.08 reporter's notes on cmt. e (discussing various caselaw on post-divorce cost-of-living increases in defined-contribution plans); Susan J. Prather, Characterization, Valuation, and Distribution of Pensions at Divorce, 15 J. Am. Acad. Matrimonial Law. 443, 455-63 (1998) (describing the various ways courts may calculate a non-employee spouse's entitlement to an employee-spouse's benefits). Thus, while there are complexities associated with the use of the relative-interest approach, there is no reason they cannot be overcome in the home context just as they have in the retirement account context.
the return on that investment. Because the entire net equity is allocated to the separate estate, the dates and amounts of the premarital contributions do not need to be recorded. Instead, an appraisal as of the date of marriage can be obtained, or, if no improvements were made to the home, an index—that is, a specialized real estate database that calculates the change in value of the typical home in a given geographic area over a defined time period—can be used to measure the value of the home, including premarital appreciation. This value, reduced by the outstanding mortgage principal (and any other secured debt on the home), constitutes the full separate interest in the home on the marriage date.

After the separate interest at the time of marriage is calculated, any change in the home’s net equity between the marriage and the first marital contribution must be allocated to the separate estate. After all, because no marital contribution has yet been made to the home’s equity, there can be no appreciation attributable to the marital estate during this timeframe. Once the initial marital contribution is made, however, things change. From this point forward, any appreciation that occurs must be allocated between the separate and marital estates based on their relative interests in the home.

For purposes of this Article, all changes in value are from the online House Price Index Calculator provided by the FHFA, discussed supra note 68. This calculator uses the data in the FHFA Purchase-Only House Price Index to calculate the change in value in homes for 384 geographic areas in the U.S. and on a national basis, based on repeat sales of single-family homes. It contains data from more than 42 million transactions. Press Release, Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, House Price Index Falls 0.8 Percent in Fourth Quarter 2010; House Prices Decline in Most States, 2, 23 (Feb. 24, 2011), available at http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/19810/qq2010HPI.pdf [hereinafter FHFA 2010 Press Release]. The data are available on a monthly basis since 2008 and quarterly since 1975. See Monthly HPI, Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, http://www.fhfa.gov/Default.aspx?Page-85 (last visited Nov. 11, 2011). Data including home refinancings, often considered less reliable than purchase-only data, are available for download from the FHFA from 1975 through the present. E-mail from Help Desk, Fed. Hous. Fin. Agency, to author (Aug. 8, 2011, 10:48 EST) (on file with author) [hereinafter FHFA Help Desk E-mail].

The indexes available from S&P/Case-Shiller are an alternative source for home price change data. These indexes provide monthly data for homes nationally and on a per-zip code basis for twenty metropolitan regions. S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Indices, STANDARD & POOR’S http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/sp-case-shiller-home-price-indices/en/us/?indexId=spusa-cashpidff-p-us---- (last visited Nov. 11, 2011) [hereinafter S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Indices]. Within those twenty regions, the available indexes are more finely-tailored than the FHFA’s index, but S&P/Case-Shiller charges a fee for access to the data. For an in-depth analysis of the difference between the FHFA and S&P/Case-Shiller indexes, see Andrew Leventis, Revisiting the Differences Between the OFHEO and S&P/Case-Shiller House Price Indices: New Explanations, OFF. FED. HOUS. ENTER. OVERSIGHT (2008), http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/1163/OFHEOSPC12008.pdf.

Examples of other secured debt would be a home equity loan or home equity line of credit ("HELOC").

This contribution will usually be the first mortgage principal payment made from income earned during the marriage.
At this point, the marital estate's interest is equal to its initial contribution, because that is the only contribution of any kind the marital estate has made to the home's equity. The balance of the home's equity is the separate estate's interest. Each of these interests must be divided by the sum of the total interests in the property—the separate interest plus the marital interest—to determine each estate's initial allocation percentage. At the time of the next marital contribution, any appreciation that has accrued since its initial contribution is allocated between the estates based on their allocation percentages, increasing their respective interests, and the marital estate is then also credited with its second contribution. Each estate's interest is updated and its allocation percentage is recalculated in a similar fashion each time there is another contribution. With a typical mortgage, these calculations and allocations need to be performed on a monthly basis. Through this process, the timing—both of the contributions and of the appreciation—is taken into account. 

As the preceding discussion suggests, contributions after marriage will usually be marital contributions. In such a case, use of the relative-interest approach gradually increases the marital estate's share of the home's value during the course of the marriage, reflecting that estate's ever-increasing investment in the home over time. Sometimes, however, funds will come from one spouse's separate property. This could happen, for example, if an improvement or mortgage principal payment was financed by a bequest from a grandparent to a particular spouse or from that spouse's segregated premarital bank account. When funds do come from a separate source, the contribution is credited to that spouse's separate interest.

If the couple sells the home prior to divorce, the net sales proceeds should be used as its final value. If not, the home should be appraised as of the dissolution date. Any difference between the sales proceeds or ap-

---

98 Alternatively, this can be calculated by adding the separate interest at the time of marriage (the home's net equity) to the appreciation that occurred during the marriage but prior to the first marital contribution.

99 Technically, this is only required each time a disproportionate contribution is made; if all contributions are proportionate to the then-current interests, no allocation of appreciation is needed until a contribution that changes the relative interests in the home is made. However, such matching should only occur if a couple is intentionally blending separate and marital contributions to maintain the existing interest ratios. Any withdrawal of equity—for example, a drawdown of a HELOC—should similarly be allocated as a negative contribution to the appropriate estate with such estate's interest for future periods' appreciation reduced accordingly.

100 Thus, there could be three interests in a hybrid-property home, if the spouse who did not originally purchase the home later made separate property contributions to its value. However, this would not change the required analysis. Instead, the respective value of all three estates' interests—the first spouse's separate estate, the second spouse's separate estate, and the marital estate—would need to be calculated each time there was a further contribution to the home's value and again upon the dissolution date. The relative-interest allocation process would remain the same despite the investment by a third estate.
praised value and the previous indexed valuation will constitute the home's final increment of appreciation and should be allocated between the separate and marital estates based on their final allocation percentages.101

By allocating appreciation between the separate and marital estates each time their respective investments change, the relative-interest approach takes into consideration the timing of each investment made in the property and its associated returns. Thus, each estate receives the benefit—and bears the risks—of the actual investments it has made.

C. The Relative-Interest Approach: An Example

To illustrate the operation of the relative-interest approach, this section returns to the example of Harry and Sally.102 Under the relative-interest approach, Harry's separate interest initially equaled the home's net equity ($85,000)103 on the date of marriage. The home appreciated further

101 Similarly, if the home is sold by the dissolution date, its net equity at the time of the sale should be used as the final value for allocation purposes.

102 Recall that Harry purchased the home in December 1997 for $250,000. He financed it with a $50,000 down payment and a $200,000 mortgage. Assume that the mortgage was a fully-amortized thirty-year mortgage at 6.5%. When Harry and Sally married in early January 1999, the home was valued at $280,000 and its net equity was $85,000 due to the down payment ($50,000), premarital mortgage principal payments ($5000), and premarital appreciation ($30,000). After their marriage, Harry and Sally made the required monthly mortgage payments and, in December 2005, they made an additional payment of $65,000 from their year-end bonuses. Dissolution of the marriage came at the end of June 2006. The home's appraised value at that time was $730,000 and there was an outstanding mortgage balance of $110,000, so that they had $620,000 in net equity to divide.

103 The home's value, outstanding mortgage principal balance and net equity at the end of each year and on the dissolution date are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>End of Year House Value</th>
<th>Total Monthly Principal Payments</th>
<th>Additional Contributions</th>
<th>Mortgage Principal Balance</th>
<th>Net Equity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$262,069</td>
<td>$2500</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$197,500</td>
<td>$64,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
<td>$2500</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$195,000</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$311,905</td>
<td>$2600</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$192,400</td>
<td>$119,505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$358,501</td>
<td>$2700</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$189,700</td>
<td>$168,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$412,218</td>
<td>$2900</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$186,800</td>
<td>$225,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$473,104</td>
<td>$3100</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$183,700</td>
<td>$289,404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$588,257</td>
<td>$3300</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$180,400</td>
<td>$407,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$702,460</td>
<td>$3500</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>$111,900</td>
<td>$590,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$730,000</td>
<td>$1900</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$110,000</td>
<td>$620,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See infra Appendix A, for a detailed schedule showing the quarterly valuation and contribution schedule. All valuation data is from the FHFA House Price Calculator for the Washington, DC-Arlington-Alexandria metro area. See supra note 68. The fourth quarter 1999 and second quarter 2006 are treated as appraisals in this analysis and represent rounded valuations, not the exact values from the index. All principal payment data is from the mortgage calcu-
in January 2000 ($1765), and this appreciation increased Harry’s separate interest because it predated the first marital contribution. After the first marital contribution—the $206 mortgage principal payment at the end of January—the allocation percentages would be calculated for the first time, and February’s appreciation allocated between the estates based on their relative interests in the home.

Harry’s separate allocation percentage for February would be equal to his cumulative interest at the start of the month divided by the home’s net equity at that time. Similarly, the marital estate’s allocation percentage would be calculated by dividing its cumulative interest at that time by the home’s net equity. February’s appreciation of $1765 would then be allocated between the estates based on these percentages—99.76% to the separate estate and 0.24% to the marital estate—before February’s mortgage payment is credited to the marital estate. In the end, the separate estate would be increased by $1760 and the marital estate by $5 due to the appreciation in February.

After February’s appreciation has been allocated, the marital estate would be credited with the principal portion of the February mortgage payment ($207), and the allocation percentages would again be recalculated using the cumulative interests and net equity as of the start of March. Once again, the separate estate’s allocation percentage would be equal to its cumulative interest immediately after the prior month’s mortgage payment divided by the home’s net equity at that time, or 99.53%. The marital estate’s allocation percentage would be its cumulative interest at that time divided by the net equity, or 0.47%. March’s appreciation of $1765 would be allocated between the estates accordingly, so that the separate estate receives $1755 and the marital estate receives $10—twice as much as it was allocated in February, since it doubled its contribution to the home’s

104 Because the FHFA’s House Price Index is only calculated on a quarterly basis prior to 2008, see supra note 95, the monthly values in Appendix A assume one-third of each quarter’s appreciation occurred during each month of the quarter. Through time, this type of approximation will cease to be necessary, as monthly appreciation information becomes readily available. See infra Appendix A for a detailed schedule of contributions, gain, cumulative interests, and allocation percentages. Values in the text are rounded for convenience; percentages are rounded to the nearest two decimal places based on the values in Appendix A.

105 Using the exact appreciation value of $1766 yields: $86,766/$86,971 = 99.76%. The following footnotes use exact figures based on Appendix A. See infra Appendix A.

106 $206/$86,971 = 0.24%. See id.

107 $1765.67 x 0.9976 = $1761.43; $1765.67 x 0.0024 = $4.24. See id.


109 $417/$88,944 = 0.47%. See id.
equity by making a second mortgage payment. These cumulative interest and allocation percentage calculations would then be repeated each month to reflect the monthly mortgage payments and allocate the associated appreciation, until the marriage’s dissolution immediately after the June 2006 mortgage payment.

On the dissolution date, the net equity in Harry and Sally’s home is $620,000. This amount is found by subtracting the then-outstanding mortgage balance ($110,000) from the appraised value of the home on the dissolution date ($730,000). This equity should be divided between the estates based on their final allocation percentages. Harry’s separate allocation percentage on the dissolution date, after the final marital mortgage payment, would be 81.38%. Thus, $504,525 of the home’s final net equity is classified as Harry’s separate property. The marital estate’s allocation percentage is 18.62%, and $115,475 is classified as marital equity.

In all, Harry contributed $55,000 in premarital assets to the home’s net equity. In addition, the relative-interest approach allocates all of the premarital appreciation ($30,000) and the appreciation that accrued between the time of marriage and the first marital contribution ($1765) to him. Of the appreciation that accrued after the home became hybrid property, he is allocated $418,000. The marital estate contributed $85,000 to the home’s value and was allocated $30,000 in appreciation. Is this allocation proportionate and fair?

D. Comparing The Allocations

The relative-interest approach to dividing the equity in a hybrid-property home classifies substantially more of the home’s value as separate property than does the Brandenburg formula. Ultimately the relative-interest approach allocates $505,000 to the separate estate while on identi-
As a starting point, both approaches allocate the $55,000 in premarital payments\(^{117}\) and $30,000 in premarital appreciation\(^{118}\) solely to the separate estate. From an economic perspective, this makes sense: the separate estate is the only investor prior to marriage, and so it should receive the full benefit of any appreciation during this time. If the home value instead declined prior to marriage, the separate estate should also bear the entirety of this loss.\(^{119}\)

For the same reason, the relative-interest approach allocates the initial $1765 in appreciation to the separate estate: it is the first marital contribution, not the marriage itself, that converts the home from separate to hybrid property. Thus, any appreciation prior to that first marital contribution is properly classified as separate. In mechanistic fashion, though, the Brandenburg formula splits this appreciation equally between the estates.

Under the relative-interest approach, the remaining $445,000 in appreciation during the marriage is allocated between the estates upon each contribution of funds to the home based on their then-existing relative interests in the home at the time the appreciation occurs. The separate estate's allocation percentage was 99.76% for February 2000, just after the home became hybrid property. This allocation percentage was reduced to 81.38% at the time of dissolution.\(^{120}\) The marital estate's allocation percentage increases complementarily: while it was only 0.24% after its initial mortgage principal payment, by the time the marriage dissolves it increases to 18.63%. Thus, ultimately $415,000 of the appreciation while the home was hybrid property is allocable to the separate estate and $30,000 is allocable to the separate estate, with Hoffman allocating only $161,000 to it, of which $106,000 is appreciation. See supra Part I.D.

This includes the $50,000 down payment and $5000 in premarital mortgage principal payments.

Recall that the Brandenburg formula's equity allocation is fifty percent to each of the separate and marital estates at all times after the date of marriage, since their contribution percentages at the dissolution date are each fifty percent. See supra notes 47–49 and accompanying text.

See infra Part III.C (discussing the allocation of losses under the relative-interest approach).

While the separate estate's June 2006 allocation percentage is 81.42%, this is further reduced just prior to the dissolution date due to the marital estate's $365 mortgage principal payment that month. Thus, its allocation percentage is equal to its equity allocation at the beginning of June ($497,694), increased by 81.42% of June's $8389 appreciation ($6831), divided by the net equity at dissolution ($620,000):

\[
\frac{497,694 + 6831}{504,525} = 81.375\%
\]

See infra Appendix A.
locable to the marital estate under the relative-interest approach. Again, in keeping with its preference for simplicity, the Brandenburg formula would allocate exactly one-half of the appreciation during the marriage to each estate on the theory that each contributed an equal absolute amount to the aggregate acquisition of the home.

While the total return allocated to the separate estate under the relative-interest approach is substantially greater than that allocated to the marital estate, the estates’ rates of return are compared the result proves economically sound. The separate estate began its investment in December 1997; between that time and the first marital investment, the home appreciated $31,765. Because the separate estate was the only investor in the home during this time period, this entire amount was a return on the separate estate’s investment. After that date, the monthly return on the separate estate’s investment under the relative-interest approach was 2.32%, for an annual percentage rate of 31.61%. By comparison, the marital estate’s monthly return on its investment was 1.89%, or 25.22% annually.

The difference in the estates’ rates of return is explained by the different timing of the estates’ investments in the property. The bulk of the home’s appreciation occurred while the separate estate was fully invested but the marital estate was just beginning to invest its funds in the home. The separate estate’s most substantial contribution—the down payment—was made in December 1997 while the marital estate’s primary contribu-

121 The return on the separate estate’s investment is the sum of its premarital appreciation ($30,000), the appreciation during January 2000 ($1766), and the portion of the home’s appreciation allocated to the separate estate while the home is hybrid property ($417,759):

\[
$30,000 + $1766 + $417,759 = $449,525
\]

The marital estate’s return is the appreciation allocated to it periodically after its first contribution, or $30,475.

122 See Robert D. Feder, Valuation Strategies in Divorce § 1.24 (3rd ed. 1993) (defining “rate of return” as “the amount of income realized or expected on an investment, expressed as a percentage of that investment”).

123 This is comprised of the premarital appreciation and the appreciation from January 2000.

124 Of course, the actual appreciation was not so smooth. The annual rate that would allocate the same amount of equity to the separate estate as under the relative-interest approach is calculated here so that it can be compared to the marital estate’s rate of return, despite the different investment timing and patterns. See supra Appendix E for detail of the annual returns afforded each the separate and marital estates and the annual rate of appreciation in the home’s value. While the rate of return for both estates is quite high, these returns make sense since the principal producing them is, in each case, not only the estate’s investment but its proportionate share of the unpaid portion of the mortgage because of the impact of leverage. For an explanation of leverage and mortgages, see Atif R. Mian & Amir Sufi, House Prices, Home Equity-Based Borrowing, and the U.S. Household Leverage Crisis 10–24 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 15283, 2009).
tion—the $65,000 lump sum payment—was not made until December 2005. Between the first quarter of 2000 (when the marital estate made its first contribution to the home) and December 2005, the home’s annual appreciation ranged from a low of 11.40% (in 2000) to a high of 24.34% (in 2004). The home’s appreciation after full investment by the separate estate proved to be more modest than in previous years: its annualized rate of appreciation for the first half of 2006 was only 7.99%. Put simply, the marital estate’s rate of return on its investment was lower than the separate estate’s return on its investment because the home’s appreciation occurred predominantly while the separate estate was the exclusive or primary investor in the property. If the early years had been less favorable—if there had been a loss instead of a steady gain in the home’s value—the separate estate would similarly have borne a high proportion of that loss under the relative-interest approach.

Of particular importance, because the relative-interest approach allocates appreciation as it occurs, each estate’s investment is compounded through time. Thus, increments of appreciation from prior periods are added to contributions for purposes of calculating the subsequent period’s allocation percentage. This method of dealing with prior appreciation is consistent both with typical investor expectations and with the Brandenburg formula’s own classification of premarital appreciation. Given this aspect of the Brandenburg formula, later returns for Harry and Sally under Brandenburg are calculated on a base of $85,000 because the premarital appreciation of $30,000 is treated as part of Harry’s separate contribution. Put another way, the numerator for calculating Harry’s separate allocation percentage in the Brandenburg formula includes within it this significant portion of appreciation, increasing the share of subsequent appreciation that is allocated to the separate estate. The relative-interest approach simply picks up where Brandenburg leaves off. It treats appreciation in a consistent manner throughout the period of homeownership, rather than arbitrarily taking appreciation into account only to the extent it occurs prior to the marriage date.

The bottom line is not hard to see. The relative-interest approach to dividing the equity in hybrid-property homes is more economically sound and more just than the current formulas used in making this division.

125 This is the rate of return for the first half of 2006 (3.92%), compounded once to produce an annual rate of return of 7.99%. This is not equal to the actual return for 2006, but is simply for comparison with earlier years.

126 See, e.g., Peter C. Canellos & Edward D. Kleinbard, The Miracle of Compound Interest: Interest Deferral and Discount After 1982, 38 TAX L. REV. 565, 565 (1983) (explaining that the value of money over time includes the value that could have been earned had it been invested, an amount that can be particularly significant due to the compounding nature of interest).

127 See supra note 43 and accompanying text.

128 This is also true under the Schmitz formula, discussed supra notes 73–74 and accompanying text.
Courts simply cannot meet the goals of honoring economic reality and basic fairness if they ignore considerations of timing that both experts and ordinary home purchasers recognize as central to investment and valuation decisions.

III. POTENTIAL OBJECTIONS TO THE RELATIVE–INTEREST APPROACH

Why might courts choose not to embrace the relative–interest approach? First, they might object to the administrative difficulties presented by the valuation of hybrid–property homes on a periodic basis over a long stretch of time. Second, they might balk at the additional record–keeping required by the approach as well as its computational complexity. Third, they might believe the approach fails to address situations in which the value of a home declines, rather than appreciates, over time. Each of these potential objections is considered below. In the end, none of them overrides the benefits provided by the relative–interest approach.

A. Addressing Home Valuation Concerns

To use the relative–interest approach, a court must be able to determine the change in a home’s value between each contribution. While historically this information was difficult and costly to obtain, now easily available, geographically specific indexes provide extensive monthly or quarterly data on housing price changes. For example, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”) provides a free, online “House Price Calculator,” which provides information on the changes in house values in 384 metropolitan regions as well as nationally, based on the “House Price Index” maintained by the FHFA. Current data is available on a monthly basis. Alternatively, S&P/Case–Shiller provides a monthly home price index for zip codes in twenty urban regions for a fee. In addition, the Census Bureau maintains the free Constant Quality House Price Index, which incorporates data from approximately 14,000 home sales each year based on monthly surveys. While no index will provide accurate valuation data for any specific house, each of these indexes can provide a reliable estimate of the typical change in the value of homes in the covered regions on a periodic basis.

---

129 See infra note 157 (discussing availability of FHFA data prior to 1975).
130 See FHFA 2010 Press Release, supra note 95, at 22. The FHFA’s House Price Calculator and House Price Index are discussed in more detail in Part II of this Article. See supra notes 95 & 104 and accompanying text.
131 For periods prior to 2008, the data are available on a quarterly basis. Data from before 1975 are available only on an as–requested basis. See FHFA Help Desk E–mail, supra note 95.
133 FHFA 2010 Press Release, supra note 95, at 23.
134 Realtors also informally track price changes in sales prices in their areas; while com-
The changes in the value of a home can be reasonably and affordably tracked through the use of such databases, and, thus, the gain can be allocated each time the relative investments in the home change. To the extent a particular home appreciates more or less than the "typical" home in the index used, the net equity is ultimately allocated based on the house’s sale proceeds or appraised value as of the dissolution date, tying the division of equity to the particular home’s value. While the relative-interest approach determines how the available equity is allocated between the estates using the data available in the indexes, an appraisal or sale is needed to determine how much equity there is to be divided.

Although the available home price-change data is, ultimately, an approximation of the typical home’s change in value in the relevant geographic market during the selected time period, it far more accurately reflects economic reality than do the current formulas. Indeed, from an economic perspective, the Brandenburg formula assumes in effect that all appreciation in the home occurs in the time period between the last pre-divorce contribution and the dissolution date regardless of the length of the marriage or the actual pattern of appreciation. To say that such an approach should be retained because periodic valuation tools are imperfect is to allow a very small tail to wag a very large dog.

B. Managing the Increased Complexity of the Approach

The records and calculations needed to apportion a hybrid-property home’s change in value with each contribution are more complex than those required under current formulas. Indeed, the current approaches require nothing more than tracking the contribution amounts and calculating the allocation percentages as of a single date. The relative-interest approach requires something more—namely, that the dates of the contribution-
tions be recorded. Put another way, it is not enough to know only what was contributed, but it is also necessary to know when the contributions were made. Moreover, each estate's interest and resulting allocation percentages must be recalculated in light of each additional contribution on a continuing basis, perhaps over a long period of time.\footnote{136}{Without exploring how it might practically (or why it must) be done, Brett Turner concludes that any approach to dividing the equity in hybrid-property homes that requires repeated calculation "raises difficult questions of mathematics that would pose an immense burden on the classification process." Turner, supra note 38, at 902. Admittedly, Turner's article was written prior to the development of online databases and user-friendly consumer software for such purposes. However, in his more recent writings he continues to reject any "periodic apportionment" of gains without examining the technology now available for its use or how it might feasibly be done. See, e.g., Turner, Equitable Distribution, supra note 34, § 5:25 (arguing that the level of calculation required to periodically apportion gain is "substantial").}

On close analysis, however, these added requirements only marginally increase the administrative burden of the relative-interest approach. Dates for unusual payments can normally be obtained based on credit card receipts, cash withdrawal dates, or checking account statements. Online amortization calculators provide a monthly breakdown of scheduled principal payments\footnote{137}{See, e.g., Amortization Schedule Calculator, Bankrate.com, http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/mortgages/amortization-calculator.aspx (last visited Mar. 4, 2012) (providing a free user-friendly amortization schedule calculator).} and homeowners can request schedules specific to their loans from the lender. Moreover, once a template is developed and data entered, the calculations themselves are entirely mechanical. Indeed, the calculations involve exactly the same arithmetic as other current formulas. The only difference is that the calculations for the relative-interest approach must be repeated with each contribution—a simple matter given existing computer technology.\footnote{138}{For example, the table in Appendix A was created in a few hours using Microsoft Excel.}

In any event, while simplicity is a worthwhile goal, it alone is inadequate to justify vast transfers of wealth. Individuals surely prioritize accuracy over mathematical ease in the allocation of their wealth, particularly when tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars are at stake.\footnote{139}{As discussed supra Part II.A, this is already the case with respect to the allocation of value of hybrid-property defined-contribution accounts between the separate and marital estates on divorce.}

When investments in a home are made over time, affecting the relative marital and nonmarital investments, the simple approach has—to put it simply—proven to be fundamentally unfair.\footnote{140}{In a similar critique, William Reppy has asserted that formulas that do not periodically apportion appreciation "seek[ ] simplicity frequently at the expense of serious unfairness." Reppy, supra note 18, at 80.} As a result, it should only be used when the spouse who holds the separate interest in the home chooses not to present competent data on this point. The law should take account of
the new opportunities for enhanced accuracy that modern technologies, such as computer software, provide. One such opportunity is to make use of the once-daunting, but now entirely-manageable, relative-interest approach to valuing the interests in hybrid-property homes.

C. Applying the Approach in a Declining Market

Historically, houses have increased in value through time. As a result, both the example of Harry and Sally's home and the reported cases focus on the allocation of appreciation. However, since 2006, the U.S. housing market has experienced a net loss in value, so that courts at times must decide instead how to allocate depreciation in hybrid-property homes between the separate and marital estates. The relative-interest approach applies in the same way to losses in value as it does to gains: periodic losses should be allocated between the estates in proportion to the then-existing investments in the home just as periodic gains are allocated.

The operative principle is that, as long as each estate has a net positive balance to its interest, any losses during a given time period simply decrease the estate's cumulative interest. In other words, if an estate's contributions, increased by any appreciation allocated to that estate, are greater than the losses allocated to it, there is no change in the application of the relative-interest approach. Any losses allocated to that estate simply result in a lower equity allocation upon divorce than if the losses had not occurred, just as they would reduce the balance in an investment account.

In most cases this principle will cause the relative-interest approach to work no differently than if a steady pattern of appreciation had occurred. In the hypothetical concerning Harry and Sally, for example, depreciation would be allocated at a higher rate to the marital estate in the later years of the marriage than in the earlier years, precisely because the marital estate's allocation percentage increased through time due to the stream of marital contributions.

Mortgage financing, however, introduces a problem not present in retirement or most other investment accounts; the home's equity may be negative at the dissolution date. A home's equity can be negative in its entirety. In this case, the amount owed on the mortgage is more than the home's value—the mortgage is "underwater." Alternatively, a single estate's interest may be negative under the relative-interest approach: the

---


142 See Stan Humphries, No Respite From Housing Recession in First Quarter, ZILLOW REAL EST. RES. BLOG (May 8, 2011), http://www.zillow.com/blog/research/2011/05/08/no-respite-from-housing-recession-in-first-quarter (charting rise and fall in home values from 1997 to 2011, and showing decline in values since 2006).
home equity is sufficient to cover the mortgage balance, but one estate’s interest has been reduced below zero through periodic allocations of loss. How should each type of shortfall be handled?

In general, a home purchaser expects that only the amount he or she has invested in the house is potentially subject to loss if the market declines. This is because in many instances a lender cannot come after a borrower for a deficiency, either by law\textsuperscript{143} or in practice.\textsuperscript{144} Moreover, because homes constitute a high percentage of a typical family’s wealth,\textsuperscript{145} in many instances outside assets are not available for a creditor to claim when a home loses value precipitously.\textsuperscript{146}

To match these expectations, when only one estate’s interest is negative, the estate should not be required to contribute additional assets to compensate for the shortfall. Instead, its loss should be capped at its investment, with the entire available equity being allocated to the other estate. Thus, if the value of Harry and Sally’s house fell precipitously so that Harry’s entire separate interest became negative but the home’s equity remained positive due to the marital estate’s later contributions, Harry’s separate interest in the home should simply terminate, with the existing equity classified as marital property.

When the mortgage is underwater in its entirety, though, a different approach must be taken. In this case, the investments by both estates have been exposed to losses that exceed the amount of the estates’ collective contributions, so that the expectations of all parties have been disrupted. In these circumstances, the unsecured portion of the debt should be allocated between the estates in proportion to their interests in the property.

\textsuperscript{143} Mortgages may, by law, be recourse or non-recourse. See Andra C. Ghent & Marianna Kudlyak, \textit{Recourse and Residential Mortgage Default: Evidence from U.S. States} 32 (Fed. Reserve Bank of Richmond, Working Paper No. 09-10R, 2011), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1432437 (listing Alaska, Arizona, California, Iowa, Minnesota, Montana, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin as non-recourse jurisdictions). In non-recourse jurisdictions, the loan is secured only by the value of the home mortgaged. This means that a lender may not come after a borrower for any deficiency. \textit{Cf. id.} at 2 ("We also find that allowing the lender recourse increases the likelihood that default occurs by a more lender-friendly method . . . . This result is likely because lenders in recourse states have better bargaining positions.").

\textsuperscript{144} This is because of the difficulty in most jurisdictions of obtaining a deficiency judgment. See Grant S. Nelson, \textit{Confronting the Mortgage Meltdown: A Brief for the Federalisation of State Mortgage Foreclosure Law}, 37 Pepp. L. Rev. 583, 589-90 (2010).

\textsuperscript{145} See Bucks et. al., \textit{supra} note 3.

\textsuperscript{146} See John Leland, \textit{Facing Default, Some Walk Out on New Homes}, N.Y. Times, Feb. 29, 2008, http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/29/us/29walks.html?oref=slogin&pagewanted=print&oref=slogin (noting the relative scarcity of non-housing wealth, which is one reason why few people, in practice, are held liable for shortfalls in recourse mortgages). \textit{But see Ghent & Kudlyak, supra} note 143, at 1 (arguing that in some cases lenders may collect the deficiency and that the threat of deficiency changes buyer behavior, if not actual default rates).
It is important to recognize that the difficulties with underwater mortgages are not unique to the relative-interest approach. Under any allocation method, decline in a hybrid-property home's value—or the unwise payment of a too-generous initial purchase price—may generate losses that must be allocated between the separate and marital estates. This concern is not really about the relative-interest approach, but is instead a concern about equity allocations more generally. Instead, the relative-interest approach substantially improves the economic soundness, and ultimate fairness, of the equity allocations courts must already make.

IV. Broader Implications

Analysis of current formulas used to allocate the value of hybrid-property homes between the separate and marital estates reveal a disjuncture between what the law says it is doing—providing a proportionate and fair return on each estate's investment—and what it is really doing—systematically classifying a disproportionate portion of available wealth as marital property. As a result, courts transfer substantial amounts of wealth from separate estates to marital estates without acknowledging that this is what they are doing.

Perhaps these transfers of wealth are the result of a judicial preference in favor of adding assets to the marital “pot” that courts are free to equitably distribute while still formally recognizing the existence of separate property. Alternatively, they may be relics of a time when courts concluded that the cost of the data and technology needed for sound allocation was unreasonably high. Finally, they may result from nothing more than a visceral dislike of numerical complexity in the law. Regardless, the problem created by the current approaches requires close examination, so that the legal rhetoric and legal reality are brought into alignment to provide more accurate, more transparent, and more just outcomes for litigants.

A. Transparency in Wealth Transfers

The disjuncture between the legal rhetoric and legal reality in the division of equity in hybrid-property homes may be a disguised way for courts to increase their flexibility in distributing assets between divorcing spouses. While common law jurisdictions historically awarded property on divorce to the spouse in whose name it was titled regardless of when it was acquired, they have increasingly viewed the marital unit as a partnership,

147 See John DeWitt Gregory, The Law of Equitable Distribution 1-1 (1989) (explaining that under the traditional common law system "a spouse was entitled to receive the property held in his name"); Rosenbury, supra note 33, at 1235-38 (providing an overview of traditional spousal property rights during and at the end of marriage in common law jurisdictions).
with all marital assets being shared between spouses. Some commentators have argued that even some portion of separate property should be included in the equitable distribution pot, on the theory that most individuals enter marriage with the expectation that their economic fortunes will be merged with those of their spouse.

Even so, assets classified as separate property are, in general, allocated upon divorce to the spouse who acquired them. On the other hand, assets classified as marital property are generally divided between the spouses based on equitable factors, including the respective separate property holdings of each spouse. As a result, by increasing the portion of a home’s net equity that is classified as marital property, a court increases its flexibility to make decisions about the ultimate disposition of the assets. Perhaps courts are attracted to this increase in flexibility; perhaps courts favor allocation formulas that shift property into the marital estate because they increase the assets over which the court retains discretion and, thus, increase power.

This increase in power may, in turn, allow courts to address the disproportionately negative economic effect divorce has on women when compared to men: if men hold more wealth as separate property than do women, and current approaches to dividing the equity in hybrid-property homes shift wealth from the separate estate to the marital estate, then current formulas may make a greater portion of wealth available for equitable distribution to women than would the relative-interest approach. The difficulty with this line of reasoning is that it rests on a fundamentally unsupported assumption. For at least the last forty years, more unmarried

---

148 See, e.g., David R. Knauss, Comment, What Part of Yours is Mine?: The Creation of Marital Property Ownership Interest by Improving Nonmarital Property Under Wisconsin’s Marital Property Law, 2005 Wis. L. Rev. 855, 855 (2005) (“Marriage is a partnership. Every partnership experiences gains and losses. These gains and losses are shared among the partners, typically in proportion to each partner’s capital contribution.”); Motro, supra note 29, at 1623 (“Most jurisdictions’ current family law systems embody the principle that marriage turns separate individuals into economic partners.”).

149 See, e.g., Law of Family Dissolution, supra note 20, § 4.12 cmt. a (providing for an increasing share of separate property to be recharacterized as marital based on the length of the marriage); Motro, supra note 29, at 1641 (suggesting that an increasing percent of separate property, based on the marriage duration and expected remaining lifespan of owner-spouse, should be available for equitable distribution).

150 See supra note 32 and accompanying text.

151 See supra note 33 and accompanying text.

152 See, e.g., Suzanne M. Bianchi et al., The Gender Gap in the Economic Well-Being of Nonresident Fathers and Custodial Mothers, 36 Demography 195, 197–99 (1999) (estimating that economic well-being, as defined by income relative to needs, declines for women by thirty-six percent and rises for men by twenty-eight percent among divorcing couples with children); Patricia A. McManus & Thomas A. DiPrete, Losers and Winners: The Financial Consequences of Separation and Divorce for Men, 66 Am. Soc. Rev. 246, 246 (2001) (“[T]here is overwhelming evidence supporting the view that women’s standard of living declines—often precipitously—following separation or divorce . . . .”).
women than unmarried men have purchased houses in the U.S.\textsuperscript{153} While it is not clear whether these homes were then brought into a marriage so as to become hybrid property, this clear trend at least raises a question about whether the effect of formulas that shift home wealth from the separate to the marital estate in fact favor women. The hidden transfers of the wealth caused by current allocation formulas may in fact be transferring wealth away from women’s separate estates.

Regardless, opaque transfers of wealth by courts to increase their discretion in distributing assets make little sense. A more effective—and more forthright—approach would be simply to give judges greater discretion in dividing up separate property upon divorce.\textsuperscript{154} But even if there is something to this possible justification for the current approach, courts should openly acknowledge what they are doing. To the extent that courts are hiding such transfers of wealth behind legal rhetoric proclaiming that their methods of equity allocation in hybrid-property homes are proportionate and fair, they are undermining their own legitimacy through the use of deception. A divorcing couple’s financial situation should be determined under sensible principles of law, with any transfers of wealth occurring in the plain view of the individuals involved.

\textbf{B. Obsolescence Due to Technological Advances}

Alternatively, current approaches to dividing the equity in hybrid-property homes may be a product of an earlier time period, when the available technology was such that the greater accuracy of the relative-interest approach was outweighed by its higher cost.

When current formulas were being developed twenty to thirty years ago,\textsuperscript{155} home computer use was uncommon.\textsuperscript{156} The mechanics of the rela-

\textsuperscript{153} See, e.g., Nat’l Ass’n of Realtors, supra note 8, at 9 (showing that approximately twice as many unmarried women as unmarried men purchased homes in the U.S. in 2010); Donald R. Haurin & Duewa A. Kamara, The Homeownership Decisions of Female-Headed Households, 2 J. HOUSING ECON. 293, 295 (1992) (showing rates of homeownership for never-married men of 0.9\% and 22.2\% in 1971 and 1981, respectively, as compared to rates of 11.2\% and 31.1\% in 1972 and 1982 for never-married women).

\textsuperscript{154} In fact, this is what recent reform proposals have suggested. See supra notes 28–29 and accompanying text (summarizing recent proposals to transmute separate property into marital property over the course of the marriage).


\textsuperscript{156} Ludwig Braun, The Computer in the Home—Boon or Boondoggle?, 2 EDUC. & COMPUTING 145, 145 (1986) (explaining that only fourteen million computers were in American homes in 1986 and that practical applications for the devices were just beginning to be explored). According to the U.S. Census Bureau, home computer use grew from 8.2\% of households in 1984 to 61.8\% in 2003, with 68.7\% of U.S. households online in 2009. See Computer and Internet
tive–interest approach, which requires tracking each contribution to a home’s value and recalculating the allocation percentages manually on a monthly basis, would have required substantial investments of time and money on the part of divorcing spouses. The necessary home valuation data was not readily available either: the FHFA, for example, only includes data from 1991 through the present in its House Price Calculator.\footnote{Use, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (Feb. 2010), http://www.census.gov/hhes/computer.}

Today, however, user–friendly software allows the quick, easy, and cheap calculation (and recalculation) of each estate’s allocation percentages. The availability of searchable online price indexes simplifies data collection. Assuming the relative–interest approach is adopted, specialized software for tracking and calculating each estate’s interest, linked to indexes with monthly change–of–value information, would surely be developed. Alternatively, where the contribution patterns are more complex, actuaries or accountants could be employed for this task.\footnote{For example, in instances where a home is refinanced, an expert accustomed to calculating the interests may be helpful. This is the approach generally taken with respect to dividing the value of hybrid–property retirement accounts.}

While current formulas might have been appropriate for the time period in which they were developed, they no longer provide an appropriate way to divide the equity in a hybrid–property home. Technological advances and greater data availability require that states update their approaches by including the timing of each estate’s investments and their associated returns in allocation calculations.

C. Overcoming Innumeracy in the Law

port that American "[r]ates of innumeracy are worse than rates of illiteracy," citing research showing that, at least in one test, forty percent of individuals in a group that was predominantly college-educated was unable to "solve a basic probability problem or convert a percentage to a proportion." 

For example, financial innumeracy, in which people avoid financial decision-making or underutilize available financial information, is pervasive: researchers have found that American workers avoid even thinking about saving for retirement or making investment decisions with respect to the assets they hold in their retirement plans. Some legal academics have turned the analytical lens inward, examining innumeracy on the part of lawyers and judges.

Current formulas for dividing the equity in hybrid-property homes upon divorce may exemplify the troubling presence of innumeracy in the law. To the extent courts believe they are allocating a proportionate and fair return on each of the separate and marital estates' investments through the use of the current allocation formulas, they are simply—and deeply—mistaken about the interaction of time and returns on investments. Because the costs of overcoming innumeracy in this context are low while the ben-

161 Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, The Failure of Mandated Disclosure, 159 U. Pa. L. Rev. 647, 712 (2011) (citation omitted). In many instances, dyscalculia—the numerical equivalent of dyslexia—may underlie this discomfort. Dyscalculia has been defined more rigorously as "a severe disability in learning arithmetic" and is not associated with low mental functioning generally. Brian Butterworth, et al., Dyscalculia: From Brain to Education, SCIENCE, May 27, 2011, at 1049, 1049. A leading researcher in dyscalculia reports that between three and six percent of people have been estimated to have developmental dyscalculia. Anna J. Wilson, Dyscalculia Primer and Research Guide, ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & DEV., http://www.oecd.org/document/8/0,3746,en_2649_35845581_34495560_1_1_1_1,00.html (last visited June 14, 2011).

162 Ben-Shahar & Schneider, supra note 161, at 728.

163 Based on an analysis of the use of probabilistic statistics in paternity cases, criminal law, damages in tort cases, and securities fraud, Michael I. Meyerson and William Meyerson argue that, in many instances, "judicial mathematical illiteracy" pervades justice by overvaluing the available mathematical evidence. See Michael I. Meyerson & William Meyerson, Significant Statistics: The Unwitting Policy Making of Mathematically Ignorant Judges, 37 PEPP. L. REV. 771, 771 (2000). The Meyersons note that "the apparent objectivity of mathematics often masks subjective judgments, and [judges need to] not be fooled when 'hard' numbers are really based on little more than intuition and guesswork. Numbers can communicate important information. Judges just need to make sure that they are able to comprehend what those numbers are trying to say." Id. at 846 (footnotes omitted). To help remedy this form of innumeracy, they suggest that judges appoint experts to properly weigh mathematical evidence. Id. at 775.

See also Lars Noah, An Inventory of Mathematical Blunders in Applying the Loss-of-a-Chance Doctrine, 24 Rev. Litig. 369, 403-04 (2005) (concluding that routine miscalculations in loss-of-a-chance claims undermine the theory's practical utility); Laurence H. Tribe, Trial by Mathematics: Precision and Ritual in the Legal Process, 84 Harv. L. Rev. 1229, 1330-31, 1392-93 (1971) (arguing that probabilistic proof should only be used in trials in truly extraordinary circumstances to avoid its overvaluation).
efits of doing so are high, reform of the methods for apportioning equity in hybrid–property homes is appropriate.164

In the final analysis, current approaches to dividing the equity in hybrid–property homes sacrifice accuracy, transparency, and fairness for mathematical simplicity. As a result, courts make sweeping and secret transfers of wealth under the guise of providing a proportionate and fair return on investment. A better approach is for courts and legislators to align legal rhetoric and legal reality by adopting the relative–interest approach so that each estate receives the benefit—and bears the burden—of the investments it has made. State authorities should also develop tools to aid the making of the necessary calculations, such as spreadsheet models into which data can be entered or software linked to the appropriate data sources, for the consistent and appropriate application of this economically sound approach.

CONCLUSION

The formulas currently used to divide the equity in a hybrid–property home between the separate and marital estates upon divorce do not make economic sense. While professing to afford each estate a proportionate and fair return on its investment in the property, courts are opaquely transferring substantial amounts of wealth from separate estates to marital estates. By considering the times at which each estate's contributions to the home's value were made, and allocating appreciation between the estates in proportion to their relative interests each time an additional contribution is made, a home's equity can be proportionately and fairly allocated upon divorce.

Current allocation formulas create a disjuncture between legal rhetoric and legal reality. To the extent this misalignment results from judicial efforts to obscure transfers of wealth from the separate to the marital estate, there should be an open and honest discussion about the transfer. On the other hand, to the extent the mismatch is the result of former technological limitations or legal innumeracy, the current formulas should be reexamined and replaced with a more rigorous methodology. Regardless of a particular court's reason or combination of reasons for maintaining this disparity, courts should reject current approaches to allocating the equity in hybrid–property homes and embrace the relative–interest approach.

164 It may be in some cases that accountants or other mathematically competent professionals will need to be hired to assist in the allocation process where they currently would not be necessary.
## Appendix A

Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally's Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period Ended</th>
<th>FMV</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (SOP)</th>
<th>Allocation % For Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss Allocation During Period</th>
<th>Contributions During Period</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (EOP)</th>
<th>Outstand. Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>EOP</td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>Marital</td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>Marital</td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>Marital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-97</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-99</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-00</td>
<td>$280,000</td>
<td>$281,766</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>$1766</td>
<td>$1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-00</td>
<td>$281,766</td>
<td>$283,531</td>
<td>$86,766</td>
<td>$206</td>
<td>99.76%</td>
<td>0.24%</td>
<td>$1766</td>
<td>$1761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-00</td>
<td>$283,531</td>
<td>$285,297</td>
<td>$88,527</td>
<td>$417</td>
<td>99.53%</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
<td>$1766</td>
<td>$1757</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

165 Change-in-value data are only available quarterly from 1975 through 2008. See Monthly HPI, FED. HOUS. FIN. AGENCY, http://www.fhfa.gov/Default.aspx?Page=85 (last visited Nov. 11, 2011). For allocation purposes, each quarter's change in value has been divided into three equal monthly shares. For more recent time periods, the FHFA's data are available on a monthly basis.

166 The initial contribution was a twenty percent down payment; later contributions were principal payments for a thirty-year 6.5% fully amortized mortgage. For detailed mortgage principal information, see Mortgage Calculator, BANKRATE.COM, http://www.bankrate.com/calculators/mortgages/mortgage-calculator.aspx (last visited Nov. 11, 2011). The final contribution of each year is adjusted to conform to rounded data in the Article.

167 “SOP” refers to the start of the period and “EOP” refers to the end of the period. Except for the home's purchase price ($250,000) and the rounded values used for date of marriage and dissolution date values, all values are from the FHFA's House Price Index Calculator, discussed supra note 95 and accompanying text.
### Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally’s Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss Allocation During Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss Allocation Period</th>
<th>Contributions During Period</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
<th>Outstand. Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>Interests (EOP)</th>
<th>Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FMV Period</td>
<td>EOP Period</td>
<td>EOP</td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-00</td>
<td>$289,977</td>
<td>$290,285</td>
<td>$294,656</td>
<td>$94,932</td>
<td>$975</td>
<td>$438</td>
<td>$433</td>
<td>$209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-00</td>
<td>$290,285</td>
<td>$294,656</td>
<td>$94,932</td>
<td>$975</td>
<td>$438</td>
<td>$433</td>
<td>$209</td>
<td>$94,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-00</td>
<td>$294,656</td>
<td>$299,338</td>
<td>$99,570</td>
<td>$112</td>
<td>$468</td>
<td>$489</td>
<td>$33</td>
<td>$468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul-00</td>
<td>$299,338</td>
<td>$302,444</td>
<td>$104,194</td>
<td>$139,2</td>
<td>$516</td>
<td>$516</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug-00</td>
<td>$302,444</td>
<td>$308,267</td>
<td>$110,323</td>
<td>$147</td>
<td>$547</td>
<td>$547</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-00</td>
<td>$308,267</td>
<td>$313,767</td>
<td>$113,376</td>
<td>$157</td>
<td>$617</td>
<td>$617</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-00</td>
<td>$313,767</td>
<td>$318,677</td>
<td>$116,537</td>
<td>$170</td>
<td>$687</td>
<td>$687</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-00</td>
<td>$318,677</td>
<td>$321,722</td>
<td>$119,852</td>
<td>$183</td>
<td>$757</td>
<td>$757</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-00</td>
<td>$321,722</td>
<td>$322,955</td>
<td>$123,174</td>
<td>$202</td>
<td>$827</td>
<td>$827</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-01</td>
<td>$322,955</td>
<td>$323,632</td>
<td>$126,632</td>
<td>$224</td>
<td>$903</td>
<td>$903</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-01</td>
<td>$323,632</td>
<td>$323,954</td>
<td>$130,605</td>
<td>$247</td>
<td>$976</td>
<td>$976</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-01</td>
<td>$323,954</td>
<td>$326,352</td>
<td>$133,954</td>
<td>$273</td>
<td>$1,054</td>
<td>$1,054</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$1,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-01</td>
<td>$326,352</td>
<td>$330,301</td>
<td>$136,401</td>
<td>$301</td>
<td>$1,138</td>
<td>$1,138</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$1,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-01</td>
<td>$330,301</td>
<td>$334,012</td>
<td>$139,509</td>
<td>$331</td>
<td>$1,225</td>
<td>$1,225</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$1,225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Footnotes:**
- EOP: Ending of Period
- FMV: Fair Market Value
- NAV: Net Asset Value
- Separate: Separate Interest
- Marital: Marital Interest

**Notes:**
- The table shows the relative-interest equity allocation for Harry and Sally’s home over the period from April 2000 to June 2001.
- Each row represents a month, with columns for the allocation during the period, the allocation for the period, contributions during the period, NAV at the end of the period, outstanding mortgage, and interests at the end of the period.

**Source:**
- The data is derived from the Accounting for Time (2011-2012) study by Harry and Sally’s Home.

**Purpose:**
- The table illustrates how the equity in their home is allocated between Harry and Sally’s separate interests and their marital interest over the specified period.
### Appendix A (cont.)

Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally's Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period Ended</th>
<th>FMV SOP</th>
<th>EOP</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (SOP) Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
<th>Allocation % For Period Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
<th>Gain/Loss Allocation During Period Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
<th>Contributions During Period Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (EOP) Separate</th>
<th>Marital</th>
<th>Outstanding Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug-01</td>
<td>$345,059</td>
<td>$349,107</td>
<td>$148,744</td>
<td>$5478</td>
<td>96.45%</td>
<td>3.55%</td>
<td>$4047</td>
<td>$3904</td>
<td>$144</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$228</td>
<td>$152,647</td>
<td>$5850</td>
<td>$190,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-01</td>
<td>$349,107</td>
<td>$353,154</td>
<td>$152,647</td>
<td>$5850</td>
<td>96.31%</td>
<td>3.69%</td>
<td>$4047</td>
<td>$3898</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$229</td>
<td>$156,545</td>
<td>$6229</td>
<td>$190,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-01</td>
<td>$353,154</td>
<td>$354,936</td>
<td>$156,545</td>
<td>$6229</td>
<td>96.17%</td>
<td>3.83%</td>
<td>$1782</td>
<td>$1714</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$231</td>
<td>$158,259</td>
<td>$6527</td>
<td>$190,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-01</td>
<td>$354,936</td>
<td>$356,719</td>
<td>$158,259</td>
<td>$6527</td>
<td>96.04%</td>
<td>3.96%</td>
<td>$1782</td>
<td>$1712</td>
<td>$71</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$232</td>
<td>$159,971</td>
<td>$6830</td>
<td>$189,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-01</td>
<td>$356,719</td>
<td>$358,501</td>
<td>$159,971</td>
<td>$6830</td>
<td>95.91%</td>
<td>4.09%</td>
<td>$1782</td>
<td>$1709</td>
<td>$73</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$218</td>
<td>$161,681</td>
<td>$7120</td>
<td>$189,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-02</td>
<td>$358,501</td>
<td>$361,916</td>
<td>$161,681</td>
<td>$7120</td>
<td>95.78%</td>
<td>4.22%</td>
<td>$3415</td>
<td>$3271</td>
<td>$144</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$234</td>
<td>$164,951</td>
<td>$7499</td>
<td>$189,466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-02</td>
<td>$361,916</td>
<td>$365,330</td>
<td>$164,951</td>
<td>$7499</td>
<td>95.65%</td>
<td>4.35%</td>
<td>$3415</td>
<td>$3266</td>
<td>$148</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$236</td>
<td>$168,217</td>
<td>$7883</td>
<td>$189,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-02</td>
<td>$365,330</td>
<td>$368,745</td>
<td>$168,217</td>
<td>$7883</td>
<td>95.52%</td>
<td>4.48%</td>
<td>$3415</td>
<td>$3262</td>
<td>$153</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$237</td>
<td>$171,479</td>
<td>$8273</td>
<td>$188,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-02</td>
<td>$368,745</td>
<td>$375,816</td>
<td>$171,479</td>
<td>$8273</td>
<td>95.40%</td>
<td>4.60%</td>
<td>$7071</td>
<td>$6745</td>
<td>$325</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$238</td>
<td>$178,224</td>
<td>$8836</td>
<td>$188,755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-02</td>
<td>$375,816</td>
<td>$382,886</td>
<td>$178,224</td>
<td>$8836</td>
<td>95.28%</td>
<td>4.72%</td>
<td>$7071</td>
<td>$6737</td>
<td>$334</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$184,961</td>
<td>$9410</td>
<td>$188,516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-02</td>
<td>$382,886</td>
<td>$389,957</td>
<td>$184,961</td>
<td>$9410</td>
<td>95.16%</td>
<td>4.84%</td>
<td>$7071</td>
<td>$6728</td>
<td>$342</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$241</td>
<td>$191,689</td>
<td>$9993</td>
<td>$188,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul-02</td>
<td>$389,957</td>
<td>$394,921</td>
<td>$191,689</td>
<td>$9993</td>
<td>95.05%</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
<td>$4964</td>
<td>$4718</td>
<td>$246</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$242</td>
<td>$196,407</td>
<td>$10,481</td>
<td>$188,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug-02</td>
<td>$394,921</td>
<td>$399,884</td>
<td>$196,407</td>
<td>$10,481</td>
<td>94.93%</td>
<td>5.07%</td>
<td>$4964</td>
<td>$4712</td>
<td>$251</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$243</td>
<td>$201,119</td>
<td>$10,975</td>
<td>$187,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-02</td>
<td>$399,884</td>
<td>$404,848</td>
<td>$201,119</td>
<td>$10,975</td>
<td>94.83%</td>
<td>5.17%</td>
<td>$4964</td>
<td>$4707</td>
<td>$257</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$245</td>
<td>$205,826</td>
<td>$11,477</td>
<td>$187,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-02</td>
<td>$404,848</td>
<td>$407,305</td>
<td>$205,826</td>
<td>$11,477</td>
<td>94.72%</td>
<td>5.28%</td>
<td>$2457</td>
<td>$2327</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$246</td>
<td>$208,153</td>
<td>$11,853</td>
<td>$187,299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-02</td>
<td>$407,305</td>
<td>$409,761</td>
<td>$208,153</td>
<td>$11,853</td>
<td>94.61%</td>
<td>5.39%</td>
<td>$2457</td>
<td>$2324</td>
<td>$132</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$247</td>
<td>$210,477</td>
<td>$12,232</td>
<td>$187,052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A (cont.)

Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally’s Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>FMV SOP</th>
<th>EOP</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (SOP)</th>
<th>Allocation % For Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss During</th>
<th>Gain/Loss Allocation During Period</th>
<th>Contributions During Period</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (EOP)</th>
<th>Outstanding Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec-02</td>
<td>$409,761</td>
<td>$412,218</td>
<td>$210,477</td>
<td>$12,232</td>
<td>94.51%</td>
<td>5.49%</td>
<td>$2457</td>
<td>$2322</td>
<td>$135</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-03</td>
<td>$412,218</td>
<td>$415,841</td>
<td>$212,799</td>
<td>$12,619</td>
<td>94.40%</td>
<td>5.60%</td>
<td>$3623</td>
<td>$3420</td>
<td>$203</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-03</td>
<td>$415,841</td>
<td>$419,463</td>
<td>$216,219</td>
<td>$13,072</td>
<td>94.30%</td>
<td>5.70%</td>
<td>$3623</td>
<td>$3416</td>
<td>$207</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-03</td>
<td>$419,463</td>
<td>$423,086</td>
<td>$219,635</td>
<td>$13,529</td>
<td>94.20%</td>
<td>5.80%</td>
<td>$3623</td>
<td>$3412</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-03</td>
<td>$423,086</td>
<td>$429,332</td>
<td>$223,048</td>
<td>$13,992</td>
<td>94.10%</td>
<td>5.90%</td>
<td>$6246</td>
<td>$5877</td>
<td>$369</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-03</td>
<td>$429,332</td>
<td>$435,578</td>
<td>$228,925</td>
<td>$14,615</td>
<td>94.00%</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
<td>$6246</td>
<td>$5871</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-03</td>
<td>$435,578</td>
<td>$441,824</td>
<td>$234,796</td>
<td>$15,246</td>
<td>93.90%</td>
<td>6.10%</td>
<td>$6246</td>
<td>$5865</td>
<td>$381</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul-03</td>
<td>$441,824</td>
<td>$447,529</td>
<td>$240,661</td>
<td>$15,883</td>
<td>93.81%</td>
<td>6.19%</td>
<td>$5705</td>
<td>$5351</td>
<td>$353</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug-03</td>
<td>$447,529</td>
<td>$453,233</td>
<td>$246,013</td>
<td>$16,495</td>
<td>93.72%</td>
<td>6.28%</td>
<td>$5705</td>
<td>$5346</td>
<td>$358</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-03</td>
<td>$453,233</td>
<td>$458,938</td>
<td>$251,359</td>
<td>$17,113</td>
<td>93.63%</td>
<td>6.37%</td>
<td>$5705</td>
<td>$5341</td>
<td>$364</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-03</td>
<td>$458,938</td>
<td>$463,660</td>
<td>$256,700</td>
<td>$17,737</td>
<td>93.54%</td>
<td>6.46%</td>
<td>$4722</td>
<td>$4417</td>
<td>$305</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-03</td>
<td>$463,660</td>
<td>$468,382</td>
<td>$261,117</td>
<td>$18,305</td>
<td>93.45%</td>
<td>6.55%</td>
<td>$4722</td>
<td>$4413</td>
<td>$309</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-03</td>
<td>$468,382</td>
<td>$473,104</td>
<td>$265,530</td>
<td>$18,878</td>
<td>93.36%</td>
<td>6.64%</td>
<td>$4722</td>
<td>$4409</td>
<td>$313</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-04</td>
<td>$473,104</td>
<td>$482,198</td>
<td>$269,938</td>
<td>$19,466</td>
<td>93.27%</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
<td>$9094</td>
<td>$8483</td>
<td>$612</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-04</td>
<td>$482,198</td>
<td>$491,293</td>
<td>$278,421</td>
<td>$20,344</td>
<td>93.19%</td>
<td>6.81%</td>
<td>$9094</td>
<td>$8475</td>
<td>$619</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-04</td>
<td>$491,293</td>
<td>$500,387</td>
<td>$286,896</td>
<td>$21,232</td>
<td>93.11%</td>
<td>6.89%</td>
<td>$9094</td>
<td>$8468</td>
<td>$627</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-04</td>
<td>$500,387</td>
<td>$509,856</td>
<td>$295,363</td>
<td>$22,128</td>
<td>93.03%</td>
<td>6.97%</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$8809</td>
<td>$660</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix A (cont.)

Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally’s Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period Ended</th>
<th>FMV</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests</th>
<th>Allocation % For Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss During Period</th>
<th>Contributions During Period</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (EOP)</th>
<th>Outstanding Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>EOP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Separate</td>
<td>Marital</td>
<td>Separate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-04</td>
<td>$509,856</td>
<td>$519,325</td>
<td>$304,172</td>
<td>$23,060</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$8802</td>
<td>$667</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-04</td>
<td>$519,325</td>
<td>$528,794</td>
<td>$312,974</td>
<td>$23,999</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$8795</td>
<td>$674</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul-04</td>
<td>$528,794</td>
<td>$540,412</td>
<td>$321,769</td>
<td>$24,948</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$10,782</td>
<td>$836</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug-04</td>
<td>$540,412</td>
<td>$552,029</td>
<td>$332,551</td>
<td>$26,059</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$10,773</td>
<td>$844</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep-04</td>
<td>$552,029</td>
<td>$563,647</td>
<td>$343,324</td>
<td>$27,181</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$10,765</td>
<td>$852</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-04</td>
<td>$563,647</td>
<td>$571,850</td>
<td>$354,089</td>
<td>$28,311</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$7596</td>
<td>$607</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-04</td>
<td>$571,850</td>
<td>$580,054</td>
<td>$361,685</td>
<td>$29,199</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$7591</td>
<td>$613</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-04</td>
<td>$580,054</td>
<td>$588,257</td>
<td>$369,276</td>
<td>$30,093</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$7595</td>
<td>$618</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-05</td>
<td>$588,257</td>
<td>$598,426</td>
<td>$376,861</td>
<td>$30,996</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$9396</td>
<td>$773</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-05</td>
<td>$598,426</td>
<td>$608,594</td>
<td>$386,257</td>
<td>$32,053</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$9398</td>
<td>$779</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-05</td>
<td>$608,594</td>
<td>$618,763</td>
<td>$395,646</td>
<td>$33,119</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$9398</td>
<td>$785</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-05</td>
<td>$618,763</td>
<td>$634,003</td>
<td>$405,030</td>
<td>$34,192</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$10,054</td>
<td>$1186</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-05</td>
<td>$634,003</td>
<td>$649,244</td>
<td>$419,084</td>
<td>$35,668</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$14,045</td>
<td>$1195</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-05</td>
<td>$649,244</td>
<td>$664,484</td>
<td>$433,129</td>
<td>$37,154</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$14,036</td>
<td>$1204</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul-05</td>
<td>$664,484</td>
<td>$674,503</td>
<td>$447,165</td>
<td>$38,650</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$9222</td>
<td>$797</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug-05</td>
<td>$674,503</td>
<td>$684,521</td>
<td>$456,387</td>
<td>$39,741</td>
<td>$9469</td>
<td>$9216</td>
<td>$803</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix A (cont.)

### Relative-Interest Equity Allocation: Harry and Sally's Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period Ended</th>
<th>FMV SOP</th>
<th>EOP</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (SOP)</th>
<th>Allocation % For Period</th>
<th>Gain/Loss During Period</th>
<th>Contributions During Period</th>
<th>Cumulative Interests (EOP)</th>
<th>Outstanding Mortgage (EOP)</th>
<th>NAV (EOP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sep-05</td>
<td>$684,521</td>
<td>$694,540</td>
<td>$465,603</td>
<td>$40,839</td>
<td>91.94%</td>
<td>8.06%</td>
<td>$10,019</td>
<td>$9211</td>
<td>$808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct-05</td>
<td>$694,540</td>
<td>$697,180</td>
<td>$474,813</td>
<td>$41,944</td>
<td>91.88%</td>
<td>8.12%</td>
<td>$2640</td>
<td>$2426</td>
<td>$214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov-05</td>
<td>$697,180</td>
<td>$699,820</td>
<td>$477,239</td>
<td>$42,458</td>
<td>91.83%</td>
<td>8.17%</td>
<td>$2640</td>
<td>$2424</td>
<td>$216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-05</td>
<td>$699,820</td>
<td>$702,460</td>
<td>$479,663</td>
<td>$42,974</td>
<td>91.78%</td>
<td>8.22%</td>
<td>$2640</td>
<td>$2423</td>
<td>$217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan-06</td>
<td>$702,460</td>
<td>$703,251</td>
<td>$482,086</td>
<td>$108,474</td>
<td>81.63%</td>
<td>18.37%</td>
<td>$791</td>
<td>$646</td>
<td>$145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb-06</td>
<td>$703,251</td>
<td>$704,042</td>
<td>$482,732</td>
<td>$108,923</td>
<td>81.59%</td>
<td>18.41%</td>
<td>$791</td>
<td>$645</td>
<td>$146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-06</td>
<td>$704,042</td>
<td>$704,833</td>
<td>$483,377</td>
<td>$109,374</td>
<td>81.55%</td>
<td>18.45%</td>
<td>$791</td>
<td>$645</td>
<td>$146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr-06</td>
<td>$704,833</td>
<td>$713,222</td>
<td>$484,023</td>
<td>$109,826</td>
<td>81.51%</td>
<td>18.49%</td>
<td>$8389</td>
<td>$6838</td>
<td>$1551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May-06</td>
<td>$713,222</td>
<td>$721,611</td>
<td>$490,860</td>
<td>$111,687</td>
<td>81.46%</td>
<td>18.54%</td>
<td>$8389</td>
<td>$6834</td>
<td>$1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun-06</td>
<td>$721,611</td>
<td>$730,000</td>
<td>$497,694</td>
<td>$113,552</td>
<td>81.42%</td>
<td>18.58%</td>
<td>$8389</td>
<td>$6831</td>
<td>$1558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTALS:</strong></td>
<td>$480,000</td>
<td>$449,525</td>
<td>$30,475</td>
<td>$55,000</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$65,000</td>
<td>$504,525</td>
<td>$115,475</td>
<td>$110,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Marital Estate Equity Allocation If Afforded Same Annual Rate of Return (21.934%) as Separate Estate Under *Brandenburg* Formula (Contributions at End of Period)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Separate Interest</th>
<th>Marital Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value (Start of Period)</td>
<td>21.934% Return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1999-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$18,644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2000</td>
<td>$103,644</td>
<td>$22,733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2001</td>
<td>$126,377</td>
<td>$27,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2002</td>
<td>$154,097</td>
<td>$33,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2004</td>
<td>$229,109</td>
<td>$50,253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2005</td>
<td>$279,362</td>
<td>$68,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2006</td>
<td>$310,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

168 The starting value for the separate interest was Harry's equity in the home at the time of marriage. No further nonmarital contributions were assumed.

169 All contributions are the rounded annual principal payments on a $200,000 mortgage, assuming a 6.5% interest rate and thirty-year term.

170 The return for 2006 is only calculated for the trailing six-month period until the divorce in June.

171 Includes both the unscheduled $65,000 payment and $1900 (rounded) in scheduled principal payments for the remaining six-month term of the marriage.
Appendix C

Annual Rate of Return (91.9214%) for Marital Interest Needed to Produce Brandenburg Result (Contributions at End of Period)\textsuperscript{172}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Marital Interest Value (End of Period)</th>
<th>91.9214% Return</th>
<th>Marital Interest Value (End of Period)</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Marital Interest Value (End of Period)</th>
<th>91.9214% Return</th>
<th>Marital Interest Value (End of Period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1999-</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>Cumulative $0</td>
<td>Dec. 2000</td>
<td>$2600</td>
<td>$2390</td>
<td>Contributions $2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2004-</td>
<td>$74,293</td>
<td>$68,291</td>
<td>Contributions $3300</td>
<td>Dec. 2005</td>
<td>$211,085</td>
<td>$197,016\textsuperscript{173}</td>
<td>Contributions $308,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2005</td>
<td>$211,085</td>
<td>$197,016</td>
<td>Contributions $308,100</td>
<td>June 2006</td>
<td>$310,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Contributions N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{172} The rate of return is calculated as though each contribution were made at the end of each period.

\textsuperscript{173} The return for 2006 is only calculated for the trailing six-month period until the divorce in June.
Appendix D

Absolute ($) and Relative (%) Contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Start of Period</th>
<th>During Period</th>
<th>End of Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Separate Estate</td>
<td>Marital Estate</td>
<td>Separate Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1999-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2000</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2000-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$2600</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2001</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2001-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$5300</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2002</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2002-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$8200</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2003</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2003-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$11,300</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2004</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2004-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$14,600</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2005</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 2005-</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$18,100</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2006</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2006</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A: Not Applicable
Appendix E

Monthly Rate of Return for Each Estate Under Relative-Interest Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Value (SOP)</th>
<th>Annual Return</th>
<th>Value (EOP)</th>
<th>Value (SOP)</th>
<th>Annual Return</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>Value (EOP)</th>
<th>Value (SOP)</th>
<th>Value (EOP)</th>
<th>Appreciation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$86,766</td>
<td>$2525</td>
<td>$111,607</td>
<td>$206</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$2394</td>
<td>$2879</td>
<td>$281,766</td>
<td>$311,905</td>
<td>11.395%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$111,607</td>
<td>$3324</td>
<td>$146,883</td>
<td>$2879</td>
<td>$1024</td>
<td>$2700</td>
<td>$6602</td>
<td>$311,905</td>
<td>$358,501</td>
<td>14.939%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$146,883</td>
<td>$5757</td>
<td>$254,411</td>
<td>$11,485</td>
<td>$3236</td>
<td>$3100</td>
<td>$17,821</td>
<td>$412,218</td>
<td>$473,104</td>
<td>14.770%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$254,411</td>
<td>$7576</td>
<td>$334,826</td>
<td>$17,821</td>
<td>$4856</td>
<td>$3300</td>
<td>$25,977</td>
<td>$473,104</td>
<td>$588,257</td>
<td>24.340%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$334,826</td>
<td>$9971</td>
<td>$440,658</td>
<td>$25,977</td>
<td>$6938</td>
<td>$68,500</td>
<td>$101,415</td>
<td>$588,257</td>
<td>$702,460</td>
<td>19.414%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$440,658</td>
<td>$11,439</td>
<td>$505,525</td>
<td>$101,415</td>
<td>$12,160</td>
<td>$1900</td>
<td>$115,475</td>
<td>$702,460</td>
<td>$730,000</td>
<td>7.995%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

174 "SOP" refers to the start of the period and "EOP" refers to the end of the period.
175 This is the annual rate of return when 2.315% is compounded monthly. All percentages are rounded to the nearest three decimal places.
176 This is the annual rate of return when 1.892% is compounded monthly.
177 To compare the annual rates of return afforded each of the estates, the 2000 annual appreciation rate for the home includes January, so that it is a full twelve-month rate. In addition, the 2006 annual appreciation rate assumes the appreciation for the second half of 2006 is equal to that for the first half of 2006. If only the first half of 2006 were included, the six-month rate of return would be 3.921%.
178 Because the marital estate's first contribution was not until January 2000, the initial compounding period for 2000 is only eleven months. Thus, the rate of return for 2000 for the separate estate is 28.630% and for the marital estate is 22.897%.
179 The 2006 compounding period is only six months. Thus, the rates of return used are 14.721% (separate) and 11.903% (marital).